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Abstract
This research project documents the identification, development and creative application of
rhythm-based processes in the context of my practice as a composer-performer. I present the
outcomes of this research in three key outcome areas. The first two of these areas, presented
in Chapter 3 and 4, have emerged through my study of the work of improvising pianist and
composer Matt Mitchell. In Chapter 3, I present detailed analyses of his works Ohm Nuggets and
Brim, taxonomically identifying key rhythmic devices through a combination of score analysis,
transcription of recorded performances and interviews I have conducted with Mitchell and his
bandmembers. Chapter 4 presents two rhythm-based processes that have contributed to the
improvisational approach developed by Mitchell and his collaborators. I also present a third
process derived from Australian rhythmic practices known as Antripodean that have informed my
own rhythmic practices. I present these processes as rhythmic tools free of stylistic associations
or implications, forming a second outcome area that offers application to the practices of other
composer-performers. The final outcome area is presented in Chapter 5, where I highlight the
creative applications of the analytical findings within my original compositions The Turn and
Nodap through score analysis. I also outline the new, ensemble-based developmental processes
I have created to approach performing each work. By highlighting the connections between
the analytical and creative outcomes of the research, I offer a case study that demonstrates how
musicians can engage with the underlying principles of existing musical approaches, evident in
the work of other composer-performers, in order to generate new, original processes that can
then inform their own musical practice.
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Chapter One

Introduction
1.1

Introductory Remarks

As a performing saxophonist, I currently lead or co-lead four experimental jazz-based ensembles
for which I compose original works and coordinate public performances. Outside of these selfdirected groups, I have also been active as a freelance performer with a number of ensembles
whose music spans a variety of stylistic terrain. I present this research as documentation of a
significant area of rhythm-based investigation I have incorporated into my instrumental and
compositional practices since late 2015. My exploration of this area of musical activity will
continue well into the future, with the processes and materials identified in this thesis forming
a key reference point for all future endeavors.
Central to this thesis is the concept of the composer-performer. This is a useful paradigm through
which we can understand the musical output of improvising musicians who write compositions
for the ensembles they perform with. For the composer-performer, there is a constant feedback
between two disciplines; new materials being incorporated into instrumental practice will
influence the musical materials of subsequent compositions, and conversely, new compositional
ideas will often call for new instrumental approaches to be developed in response.
I situate my own musical practice within the composer-performer paradigm, with this thesis
documenting a realignment of my musical approach that has occured as a result of my research.
In 2013, I began writing a series of pieces for improvising quartet in which the function of
improvisation was to generate spontaneous transitions between a sequence of fully notated
composed passages. By 2015 however, I had identified a breakdown in the necessary feedback
between my compositional approach and the contents of my instrumental practice. I felt that
my existing knowledge of improvisatory approaches derived from common jazz practice
as well as free improvisation did not have clear application to the composed material I was
writing. Additionally, I had also neglected to develop corresponding ensemble-based processes
to inform my band’s improvised performance practice.
In late 2015, the music of New York-based composer-performer and pianist Matt Mitchell
became a key area of interest for me. I was particularly struck by the complex interaction of
the improvisational language and his compositional materials as featured on his albums Fiction
and Vista Accumulation. During the course of this study, an additional album of large ensemble
music A Pouting Grimace was also released. Mitchell’s engagement with compositional and
improvisational concerns within his music allows both disciplines to constantly feed into each
other in a holistic practice:
“I wanted to develop further my compositional interests in a way that was
compatible with my improvisational practice, while simultaneously developing
the ability to improvise within the world I created with my compositions”
(Mitchell, 2017b).
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The music Mitchell writes for his own groups often features rhythm as a primary organisational
principle both compositionally and during improvisation.As such, the improvisational approach
of Mitchell and his collaborators can be seen as an independent yet parallel development to
that of a community of Australian improvisers whose collective approach McLean has termed
Antripodean Improvising (McLean, 2018). As a student, I have been engaged with a number of
key musicians associated with the Antripodean approach both before and during the course of
this study, including Simon Barker, Marc Hannaford and Scott Tinkler. By engaging with those
musicians while also studying Mitchell’s music, a key outcome of my research has been the
creation of new rhythm-based processes derived from elements of rhythm-based organisational
procedures found within each community.
By studying the music of composer-performer Matt Mitchell, my intention has not been to
emulate his musical language or to demonstrate influence in my own work. Rather, the findings
of my research have offered new developmental procedures and ways of understanding the
rhythmic and improvisational elements that I wished to develop in my own music. As such,
the outcomes of my research include an analytical understanding of key features of Mitchell’s
musical language and processes while also uncovering a set of musical tools with utility
beyond the context of Mitchell’s music, as demonstrated through their application to my own
instrumental practice and compositional works. The text-based components of this thesis will
be accompanied by a large number of audio examples to make clear the link between the
discussed theoretical ideas and the musical results of their being put into practice.
1.2

Research Methodology

I have followed a practice-based methodology while undertaking this study. As such, I consider
the creation and codification of new performance-based methodologies to be the primary
outcome of this research. This is not to suggest that the analytical outcomes are less significant:
they have played a crucial role in the conceptualising and later implementation of the practical
elements of the research as well as offering theoretical understandings of the performative
procedures involved in the creation of Mitchell’s music as well as my own. More specifically,
my analysis of Mitchell’s music has functioned as a case-study through which I have uncovered
improvisation-based developmental processes and methods of rhythmic organisation, many of
which I have subsequently used as points of departure within the context of my own musical
practice.
The outcomes of my research are presented in three parts. Firstly, I will present a taxonomic
identification of key rhythmic devices that I have identified in Mitchell’s compositions Ohm
Nuggets and Brim. Following this, I codify three rhythm-based developmental processes, two
of which emerged from interviews with Mitchell, Ches Smith and Kim Cass and the last of
which I have derived from Antripodean approaches to rhythmic organisation. The final outcome
has been the creation of two original works for improvising quartet: The Turn and Nodap. The
discussion of these works will touch on the rhythmic language of the compositional material
as well as the ensemble-based developmental procedures I have undertaken with my band in
order to draw upon the rhythmic language of each work during improvisation.
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The order in which I have presented these three outcome areas does not reflect a strict
chronological progression or one-way flow of information. My work throughout the two years
of this research project has engaged with analytical and creative disciplines concurrently, albeit
with a greater emphasis on producing analytical outcomes in the first year with the generation
of creative output becoming the dominant focus of the second year. Upon commencement,
I was aware that my research model would divide outcomes into two primary areas of
analytical and creative activity. However, the two discreet outcome areas through which I have
presented my analysis of Mitchell’s music only emerged following its completion and were not
a predetermined element of my initial research model.
The outcome area highlighting rhythmic devices in Mitchell’s music is not intended as a general
survey of his compositional or improvisational tendencies. Rather, I have chosen to discuss a
small number of key rhythmic devices that I have taxonomically identified through score analysis
of the works Ohm Nuggets and Brim. These two analyses are supplemented by information
gathered during an interview I conducted with Mitchell discussing his compositional process,
with my discussion of Ohm Nuggets also incorporating a transcription of a short passage from
the recorded performance on the album Fiction. I have chosen to focus on these two works
because the rhythmic language and devices that I have identified within them have become
significant tools in the generation of new methods of rhythmic organisation within my own
work, including the two original works composed as part of this project’s creative output.
My interviews with Mitchell and his collaborators Ches Smith and Kim Cass have also contributed
to my codification of rhythm-based processes that form the second primary outcome of this
research project.The main aim of the interviews was to discuss the individual practice routines
and ensemble-based preparatory procedures that Mitchell and his collaborators have used
when learning to improvise with the rhythmic language of his composed works: a process
Mitchell has referred to as “…learning how to learn the pieces” (Mitchell, 2013). Engaging
with these pre-performance considerations has uncovered preparatory knowledge that could
not have been reached solely through analysis of the musical content itself; it is this knowledge
that I have codified as a set of rhythm-based resources, presented in a way that avoids specifying
musical contexts or implying any genre-specific applications. These resources have prompted
the creation of a number of exercises that I have incorporated into my own instrumental
practice routine which are demonstrated through recorded examples.
Of the three rhythm-based resources I present in this thesis, two were introduced to me during
the interviews with Mitchell, Smith and Cass. The third and final resource is derived from
methods of arranging rhythmic material using number sequences that were first developed
by Australian percussionist Greg Sheehan and have since become common practice among
Australian musicians whose collective approach McLean refers to as Antripodean Improvising.
The use of number sequences in the rhythmic construction of my own music predates this
research project by several years, emerging as an outcome of my studies with several prominent
musicians associated with the Antripodean approach. As such, the codification of numberbased rhythmic organisation as a third resource draws on a combination of existing literature
and my prior performer-composer knowledge. Additional documentation of number-based
approaches to rhythmic organisation outside of the context of my own music can be found in
3

the work of Hannaford (2012), O’Neill (2013), Barker (2015) and Costello (2018). The work
of McLean (2018) contextualises the number sequences within the broader aesthetic goals of
the Antripodean musical community.
The creative outcomes of my research comprise of the two original works The Turn and Nodap.
In keeping with the composer-performer focus of the thesis, the discussion of each work
touches on both compositional and performance-based considerations.Through score analysis,
I highlight how I have recontextualised elements of Mitchell’s rhythmic language within the
context of my own work. I then go on to demonstrate how I have also used the codified
rhythm-based resources to inform my methods of arranging and manipulating the rhythmic
language within each composition. Finally, I present a combination of text-based procedural
information with corresponding recorded examples to illustrate the ensemble-based processes
I have derived from the rhythm-based resources in order for my ensemble to develop shared
approaches to engaging with each work’s compositional language during improvisation.
1.3

Chapter Summaries

Chapter Two will present definitions and examples of key analytical terms that will be used
throughout the thesis.
Chapter Three provides rhythmic analyses of two of Matt Mitchell’s compositions: Ohm
Nuggets and Brim. Key rhythmic devices were identified in each work through score analysis
and the transcription of key improvised passages from recorded performances. Interviews
with Mitchell and two of his key collaborators, bassist Kim Cass and percussionist Ches Smith,
uncovered additional information regarding Mitchell’s compositional processes and the
approaches his ensembles have taken when workshopping the musical material.
Chapter Four offers a detailed examination of three rhythmic processes, presenting each as a
rhythm-based resource. The first two of these resources have emerged through my study of
Matt Mitchell’s music and have led me to devise a number of new rhythm-based exercises to
incorporate into my own instrumental practice. The first of these resources comprises of a
comprehensive catalogue of visualised polyrhythms, while the second resource features a table
that ranks the polyrhythms in order of their relative speeds. The third resource is derived from
rhythmic practices identified as part of the improvisational approach McLean terms Antripodean
Improvising (McLean, 2018), involving the use of number sequences to generate rhythm cycles
for use in both compositional and improvisational contexts. Following an examination of these
number sequences, I conclude the chapter by proposing a methodology for incorporating the
polyrhythmic language derived from Matt Mitchell’s music into number sequences through a
rhythmic approach I term polyrhythm superimposition.
In Chapter Five I analyse two of my original compositions, The Turn and Nodap, that have been
written during the course of this study and workshopped by my improvising quartet Coursed
Waters. My analysis of each of the works highlights a number of rhythm-based compositional
decisions that were informed by the resources discussed in Chapter Four and, in some cases,
drew on the rhythmic devices identified in Mitchell’s music in Chapter Three. The discussion
4

of each composition will contextualise the identified rhythmic techniques within my broader
aesthetic concerns by demonstrating how the techniques contribute to the desired musical
effect of each composition. The final portion of each work’s analysis is dedicated to examining
the developmental procedures workshopped by the quartet when learning to play the
works, with each step of the process accompanied by a recorded example. These procedures
demonstrate how improvising ensembles can develop a shared approach to rhythm leading to
new possibilities for rhythm-based interaction during improvisation.
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Chapter Two

Definitions of Analytical Terms
The following terminology will be used extensively throughout this thesis. While some terms
may refer to familiar musical concepts, the definitions I offer here indicate the precise meanings
I intend to communicate when using this language throughout my analysis.
Developmental Processes
Individual practice exercises and/or ensemble rehearsal methodologies that are used by
performers in order to foster approaches to accurately performing the desired musical material
during performance.These can include the development of improvisational approaches as well
as methods of executing notated material. In both case, the developmental processes are not
intended to be projected within the music itself, instead forming a critical element of the
pre-performance learning period. I use the term developmental procedures interchangeably with
developmental processes throughout the thesis.
Pulse Stream
John Roeder defines pulse as an “accented time point” (Roeder, 1994); when pulses occur in an
evenly spaced series, they form a pulse stream.
Metrical Pulse Stream
A series of evenly spaced pulsations that are proportional to the time signature.The abbreviated
term metrical pulse will be used interchangeably throughout the text. See Figure 2.1 for an
example of a crotchet-based metrical pulsation stream in 2/4 meter. Despite some similarities
with the commonly used term “beat”, it is not equivalent in meaning to my use of the term
metrical pulse which will on occasion also refer to smaller proportional pulses within a bar such
as quavers or semiquavers.
Figure 2.1. Metrical pulse stream expressed as crotchets.

In the contexts of Mitchell’s music and my own music, the metrical pulse is not necessarily
played or sounded in the musical surface, instead often being used solely as an organisational
tool that facilitates the accurate placement of sounded rhythmic events.
Subdivision
Any division of the metrical pulse into evenly-spaced rhythmic units. This study will feature
subdivisions of 2 through to 9, using tuplets when contextually necessary.
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2.1

Polyrhythm

This section features a collection of interconnected terms that I will use when discussing
polyrhythms.
Countermetrical Pulse Stream
Countermetrical pulse streams are series of evenly space pulsations that move “at a speed
different to the metrical pulsation stream, and not in a simple whole-number ratio with it”
(Hannaford, 2012). The simplest possible countermetrical pulse stream is produced by the
ratio 3:2, which is expressed in Figure 2.2 as crotchet-triplets in 2/4 meter with the metrical
pulse stream expressed as the bottom voice.
Figure 2.2. Notation of 3:2 polyrhythm.

Unlike the metrical pulsation stream which often functions as an organisational tool,
countermetrical pulse streams are most often sounded in the musical surface and are intended
to be aurally perceived. When a series of countermetrical pulses is sounded, it is “activated”
and thus aurally perceived, and conversely it can “dissipate” when not sounded (Roeder, 1994).
Polyrhythm
A polyrhythm is produced when two or more pulse streams occurs concurrently “with a ratio
of speeds no simpler than 3:2 or 2:3” (Hannaford, 2012). I have adopted the naming convention
for polyrhythms defined by Hannaford as following: “for one cyclic duration, the number of
metrical pulsations follows the number of countermetrical pulsations” (2012). For instance,
3:2 will refer to three evenly distributed notes occurring in the space of two metrical pulses.
When referring to one individual pulse stream from a polyrhythm, the metrical pulsations will
be referred to as the metrical pulse stream and the countermetrical pulsations will be referred
to as the countermetrical pulse stream. Figure 2.3 presents a notated 3:2 polyrhythm with the
corresponding pulse streams labelled.Within this thesis, countermetrical pulse streams will always
refer to one of two voices within a polyrhythm and will not be used to describe elements of
surface rhythm in isolation.
Figure 2.3. 3:2 polyrhythm with the countermetrical and metrical pulse streams labelled.
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Relative Speed
Comparing the speeds of two or more countermetrical pulse streams is possible by finding
their relative speed measured against a common, shared metrical pulse. When expressed as
ratios through the naming conventions of polyrhythms, the speed relationships between any
given countermetrical pulse streams will be consistent regardless of tempo. This offers us a
theoretical understanding of speed relationships which can then be musically realised once a
metric tempo is established.
In light of my focus on countermetrical pulse streams occurring within polyrhythms only, I
will refer to this process as finding the relative speed of polyrhythms. Because we have already
established that the metrical pulse must be of a consistent speed, it should be understood that
I am referring solely to the countermetrical pulse stream of the named polyrhythm.
As an example, we will now calculate the relative speed of the polyrhythms 3:2 and 4:5. To
determine the relative speed of their countermetrical pulse streams, we must first express
both against a common number of metrical pulses. Within this thesis, I reduce all polyrhythms
to be expressed as x:1. Applying this process to the polyrhythms 3:2 and 4:5, we produce the
reduced figures 1.5:1 and 0.8:1 respectively.
Once we have expressed both countermetrical pulse streams against a common metrical pulse,
we are then able to assess their relative speed. At this point in the process we can omit the
common consequent 1 from both ratios, leaving us with the speeds of 1.5, derived from the
3:2 polyrhythm, and 0.8, derived from the 4:5 polyrhythm. Comparing 1.5 to 0.8, we clearly
find that the former countermetrical pulse stream moves at a substantially faster speed than
the latter.
This process need not be restricted to determining the relative speeds of two polyrhythms
only; by taking any collection of polyrhythms and expressing each in the form of x:1, we can
determine the speed relationships between every polyrhythm included in the collection.
2.2

Rhythm-based organisational principles

The remainder of this chapter will introduce terms I use to describe four primary methods of
rhythmic organisation that are examined throughout the thesis. The final three terms defined
in this section – polyrhythmic superimposition, micro-timing redistribution, and rhythmic flattening –
are original terms that I have developed as an outcome of this research project.
Number Sequence
A series of numbers in which each numeral represents a group of notes that function together
as a rhythmic cell. These rhythmic cells will be referred to as “groupings” of notes. Number
sequences can be considered as representations of rhythmic phrasing rather than shifts in meter
or subdivision groupings.
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For example, the number sequence 5, 5, 3, 3 can refer to groupings of semiquavers within a
single bar of 4/4. In Audio 2.1, this number sequence is used to generate the accent pattern
and pitch contour of a constant stream of semi-quavers performed over four measures of 4/4.
Audio 2.1. 5, 5, 3, 3, number sequence played as accented semiquavers.

In Audio 2.2, the same number sequence is again performed over four measures of 4/4 with
each numeral this time dictating the duration of a single note.
Audio 2.2. 5, 5, 3, 3, number sequence played as single notes.

Polyrhythmic superimposition
Polyrhythmic superimposition refers to the process I have developed for the incorporation
of polyrhythms into number sequences. Unlike the examples of number sequences that we
have already heard, the sequences used during polyrhythmic superimposition are not sounded
by the performers. Instead, they are used as silent groupings of the metrical pulses within a
sequence of polyrhythms whose countermetrical pulse streams are sounded instead.
The methodology I have developed to achieve this will be mostly clearly expressed with a
practical example, which I will now offer using the number sequence 5, 5, 3, 3 played at a
substantially slower tempo. First, a polyrhythm will be selected to play over each grouping
within the number sequence; in this case, one polyrhythm is needed to play in the space of five
notes and another to play in the space of three notes. This example will use the following set
of polyrhythms:
3:5
4:3

(three notes will be played in the 5-note spaces); and
(four notes will be played in the 3-note spaces).

As we can see, the consequents of these two polyrhythms correspond to the two numerals
present in the number sequence. By superimposing the polyrhythms into the sequence, we
now have the new sequence 3:5, 3:5, 4:3, 4:3, with only the countermetrical pulse stream
being sounded. Audio 2.3 features this sequence of polyrhythmic superimposition performed
four times. In this example, the metrical pulse is included in the right channel for reference
only; my aesthetic aim in developing the technique is for the metrical pulse to be unheard.
Audio 2.3. Polyrhythmic superimposition over 5, 5, 3, 3, number sequence.
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Micro-timing redistribution
Micro-timing redistribution occurs when the placement of rhythmic events within a given
metric space is altered to rhythmically arrange a set of pitch material in multiple ways. In
Figure 2.4, we are presented with the micro-timing redistribution of a three-note ascending
phrase into three distinct rhythmic permutations within a 2/4 bar-length.
Figure 2.4. Three micro-timing redistributions of ascending three-note phrase.

Micro-timing redistribution can occur in two distinct forms.The first of these features multiple
rhythmic permutations being sounded simultaneously, which I refer to as concurrent microtiming redistribution. An example of this technique featuring the material of Figure 2.4 can be
heard in Audio 2.4, performed on soprano saxophone, alto saxophone and piano.
Audio 2.4. Concurrent micro-timing redistribution.

In contrast, sequential micro-timing redistribution occurs when each permutation is sounded
in isolation at different points during the performance. Audio 2.5 again draws on the three
redistributions of Figure 2.4, this time played sequentially on alto saxophone alone, with each
bar played four times before progressing to the following bar.
Audio 2.5. Sequential micro-timing redistribution.

Rhythmic flattening
Rhythmic flattening occurs when a syncopated distribution of rhythmic events is rearranged
within the same metric space so that each rhythmic event is of an identical duration. An
example of this process can be seen in Figure 2.5; bar (a) features a syncopate phrase with five
unevenly-spaced notes within a bar of 4/4. By rhythmically flattening this phrase, we generate
the quintuplet of bar (b) in which each of the five notes is of an equal duration, thus “flattening”
the phrase.
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Figure 2.5. Rhythmic flattening process, moving from (a) syncopated form to (b) flattened form.

The progression from a phrase’s initial syncopated form to its final, flattened form can also
feature additional, transitional forms. An example of this can be seen in Figure 2.6. The
syncopated rhythmic events identified by the red bracket in bar (a) are flattened in bar (b);
however, the unaltered first note of the phrase is still of greater duration and thus the flattening
is only partially completed. It is only when we reach the quintuplet of bar (c) that all five
rhythmic events are of equal duration and the flattening is complete.
Figure 2.6. Rhythmic flattening process, with (b) partially flattening the syncopated form of (a).
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Chapter Three

Analyses of Ohm Nuggets and Brim
This chapter presents detailed analyses of two of Matt Mitchell’s recorded ensemble works:
Ohm Nuggets and Brim. I have not attempted to undertake a general survey of Mitchell’s musical
body of work as a whole. Rather, I have taxonomically identified key compositional and
improvisational rhythmic devices evident within the two works by taking an analytical approach
that incorporates score analysis, transcription of recorded performances and information
gathered during interviews I have conducted with the performers. I have used this approach in
order to engage with Mitchell’s compositional processes and also to develop an understanding
of the developmental procedures informing the improvisational approach his ensembles take
when performing each work.
This chapter focusses primarily on presenting rhythmic devices I have uncovered within the
music itself, while Chapter Four will explore the developmental processes that are not evident
in the sounded music itself but have been used by Mitchell and his collaborators in order
to develop their approach to performing the material. Four additional compositions were
analysed during the initial phase of this research project, with my analytical focus in later stages
concentrating more heavily on Ohm Nuggets and Brim in response to the emerging connections
between the rhythmic devices identified within this chapter and the devices I have developed
in two of my original compositions that will be explored in Chapter Five.
3.1 Ohm Nuggets
The composition Ohm Nuggets is the sixth piece in Mitchell’s sequence of etudes and is featured
on his 2013 release with percussionist Ches Smith entitled Fiction. Mitchell describes his initial
conception of the piece as “…it’s going to be diads and it’s going to have these rhythms that
come together then come apart”, with the process of composing the specific materials being
likened to “filling in the container” (Mitchell, 2017a) established by those parameters. The
analytical approach I take to studying the score will attempt to uncover the specific rhythmic
devices Mitchell has used in order to create the rhythmic effect of coming together and later
diverging.
Before commencing the compositional analysis however, an introductory observation
will be made regarding the series of etudes as a whole. In his article Self-Generated Growth
for an Improvising Composer, Mitchell highlights his interest in “a rhythmic language based on
polyrhythms as a means towards rhythmic independence and an exploration of the malleability
of tempo” as a primary aesthetic concern being addressed within the etudes. Interestingly,
a survey of the scores within the series reveals that the rhythmic content of the first bar of
Ohm Nuggets is almost identical to that of the third etude in the sequence. This reveals that
Mitchell’s exploration of polyrhythmic structures has led to similar rhythmic devices being
explored across multiple etudes. As we can see in Figure 3.1, the rhythmic content of the first
bars of each work are almost identical, with the most significant point of difference being the
lengthier durations of the first two notes of No. 3.
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Figure 3.1. First bars of No. 3 and Ohm Nuggets.

Despite the similar rhythmic phrasing of their opening bars, the unique sets of pitch material
employed in No. 3 and Ohm Nuggets are clearly identifiable and distinct. The two works can also
be differentiated by the density of material within each voice; as we can see in Figure 3.1, the
diads of Ohm Nuggets contrast with the single-note texture of each voice in No. 3.
Beyond the purely musical differences, an additional point of distinction between the works
can be identified in the physical motions required to execute the material on piano. In No.
3, the pitch contour’s shifting descending and ascending directionality clearly suggests a
corresponding motor pattern to be executed in parallel by both hands. Meanwhile, the diads of
Ohm Nuggets force the pianist’s hands to “trace circuitous routes across the keyboard” (Mitchell,
2017b), with the varying registral distribution of the diads forcing the pianist to employ
constantly shifting digital combinations in both hands. These distinct physical motions thus
represent a practice-based distinction between the two works. Assessing the pianistic motor
patterns involved in performing Ohm Nuggets has not been a primary focus of my research, but
this aspect of Mitchell’s collection of etudes could form a significant area of future research
for practicing pianists.
Compositional Language of Ohm Nuggets
The following compositional analysis of Ohm Nuggets will attempt to identify the rhythmic
devices Mitchell uses to generate the effect of rhythms coming together and apart again.
This effect is evident on multiple levels within the piece, including the contrapuntal texture
that is generated through the rhythmic interaction of the treble and bass voices. The work’s
opening two bars clearly establish the two voices as independently moving parts. When
sounded together, the two voices produce a surface rhythm that does not aurally project a
clearly dominant subdivision or metrical pulse. As we can see in Figure 3.2, these two bars
feature heavily syncopated phrases within a semiquaver subdivision sounded against quaver
triplets, with the subdivisions being rapidly shifted between the treble and bass voices. Audio
3.1 demonstrates the musical effect generated by this rhythmic material.
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Figure 3.2. Bars 1-2 of Ohm Nuggets.

Audio 3.1. Bars 1-2 of Ohm Nuggets.

Following the initial separation of rhythms within the opening two bars, the rhythmic material
featured in bars 3 and 4 represents a transition towards more unified rhythmic activity
without yet bringing the voices fully together. As we can see in Figure 3.3, these two bars
feature successive 7:4 and 5:3 polyrhythms. Despite the increasing complexity of the tuplets
themselves, Mitchell allows the quaver pulse to be projected more clearly in these two bars,
with both polyrhythms in effect being played in their complete form, as can be heard in Audio
3.2.This represents a clear departure from the form of rhythmic interaction occurring between
the voices during the first two bars, with the two-voice texture now beginning to be converge
into a single block of sound. Note that because these tuplets are played in quick succession and
with no repetition, their function is to generate rhythmic motion through slight shifts in actual
speed rather than facilitating lengthy engagement with each individual rhythm.
Figure 3.3. Bars 3-4 of Ohm Nuggets.

Audio 3.2. Bars 3-4 of Ohm Nuggets.

Bars five and six represent a clear point of rhythmic convergence, completing the trajectory
of moving from the piece’s initial two-voice texture towards a single sound mass. The diads in
the treble voice of bars five and six, which can be seen in Figure 3.4, are the longest sounds in
the composition, substantially slowing down the rate of rhythmic movement of the preceding
bars. Audio 3.3 features a performance of the first six bars of the composition, demonstrating
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how this reduced rate of rhythmic movement achieves the effect of bringing the rhythms
together following their initial state of separation. It is worth noting anecdotally that the
slowing down of rhythmic material in bars 5 and 6 is mirrored in a reduction in the variation of
pitch material. The repetition of three registrally-fixed diads in bars 5 and 6 is a clear contrast
to the surrounding pitch material, which features registrally-varied diads in frequently shifting
combinations.
Figure 3.4. Bars 5-6 of Ohm Nuggets.

Audio 3.3. Bars 1-6 of Ohm Nuggets.

Adding another level to their sense of rhythmic convergence, bars 5 and 6 also feature the
resolution of a rhythmic idea first heard in bar 2. The phrasing of the bass voice in bar 2
strongly implies an even division of the 5/8 meter into two groups of 5 semiquavers, mirroring
the 5/16 measures of bars 5 and 6. However, the treble voice of bar 2 divides the 5/8 meter
unevenly into quaver-groupings of 2 and 3. The discrepancy between these two sounded
divisions of the bar suggests that the notated beaming of the bass phrase were chosen for ease
of visual representation rather than to reflect the sound they project. In Figure 3.5, I present
the material of the bass voice in bar 2 as originally notated, followed by an altered beaming
scheme using the groupings suggested by the bass voice’s sounded rhythmic phrasing.
Figure 3.5. Bass voice of bar 2, with original and alternate beamings.

The interaction between the rhythmic phrasing of the two voices in bar 2 generates a strong
sense of tension that is initially left unresolved. However, the allusion to consecutive 5/16
measures in the bass voice of bar 2 is later fully realised bars 5 and 6, where the 5/16 meter is
shared and sounded by both voices. This strong sense of resolution contributes a second layer
to the sense of rhythmic convergence already established through other parameters in bars
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5 and 6. This resolution can be further understood by referring to Figure 3.6, where we can
see the subdivisions of bar 2 and bars 5-6 indicated by red lines, with the voices clearly out of
alignment in bar 2 before becoming aligned in bars 5 and 6.
Figure 3.6. Subdivisions of bar 2 and bars 5-6 as suggested by the notated rhythmic phrases.

In addition to their function as a point of rhythmic convergence, bars 5 and 6 also introduce a
new rhythmic idea that is further developed in the following measures. The rhythmic material
of the bass voice in bars 5 and 6 features three long-short rhythm cells played successively
across the two bars, as identified by the red brackets in Figure 3.7. However, due to Mitchell’s
use of a 4:5 polyrhythm in bar 6, the three attacks falling in that bar move at a slightly slower
speed than that of the three preceding attacks in bar 5, represents an example of the technique
I have termed micro-timing redistribution. Despite the slight shift speed, the continuity of the
consecutive long-short rhythmic cells is clearly projected within the musical surface, as can be
heard in Audio 3.4.
Figure 3.7. Long-short rhythm cells in the bass voice of bars 5 and 6.

Audio 3.4. Bars 5-6 of Ohm Nuggets.

A further development of the micro-timing redistribution idea appears in bar 7, where
another established rhythm is similarly slowed down. In this case, the treble voice features
a stream of quaver quintuplets that emerges from the contrapuntal rhythmic texture as an
identifiable stream of regularly occurring pulses.While the bar’s first quintuplet is played in its
complete form, the second quintuplet is left incomplete, with the final two quintuplet pulses
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left unsounded. However, the rhythmic trajectory of the quintuplet pulse stream is completed
by the final two triplet attacks in the bass voice, resulting in a very slight delay of the expected
rhythmic attacks. This suggests that in bar 7, the treble and bass voices are still projecting a
unified rhythmic sound mass as opposed to two distinct voices, despite the reintroduction of
syncopated, semiquaver-based phrasing in the bass voice that recalls the work’s opening bars.
The notation of this second instance of micro-timing redistribution can be seen in Figure 3.8,
which is accompanied by a recording of the passage in Audio 3.5.
Figure 3.8. Micro-timing redistribution in bar 7.

Audio 3.5. Bars 7 of Ohm Nuggets.

It is in bars 8 and 9 that the two voices fully return to the work’s initial state of rhythmic
independence that was heard during the opening bars. As can be seen in Figure 3.9, these
final two bars feature similar shifts of triplet and semiquaver-based phrases between the two
voices, once again blurring the sense of a clear underlying metrical pulse. These final two
bars thus complete the trajectory Mitchell set out to achieve of having “rhythms that come
together then come apart” (Mitchell, 2017a) while also connecting the material at the end of
the work’s form to the material of the first bar so as to allow seamless repetition of the form
during performance.
Figure 3.9. Bars 8 and 9 of Ohm Nuggets.
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Improvisational approaches to Ohm Nuggets
While score analysis has revealed the compositional functions of the rhythms found in Ohm
Nuggets, an analysis of the recorded performance featured on Mitchell’s Fiction album will
offer insights into the relationship between the underlying compositional framework and the
improvised musical surface. Mitchell has stated that the improvisational approach he and Ches
Smith have taken with the work involves “gradually deviating from [the composed material]
while trying to keep the rhythmic form intact, all the while adding glosses or superimposing
other material” (Mitchell, 2017b). In an effort to understand this improvisational practice, I
have transcribed a passage of improvisation featuring one complete cycle of the compositional
form, occurring at 1:20-1:40 of the recorded performance. I will now highlight two key
improvisational strategies of engaging with the composition’s rhythmic material that I have
identified through the transcription process.
The complete transcription is presented in Appendix A; meanwhile, the following analysis will
present relevant excerpts from the transcription where required. When three staves appear
in an excerpt, the upper two staves will present the piano material and the lower stave will
feature the transcribed percussion material.
The first improvisational strategy I wish to highlight involves the sounding of just one of the
two notated rhythmic voices, allowing the rhythmic phrases to be heard in isolation outside
of their original contrapuntal context. I will examine two examples of this technique,
each of which generates a distinct musical effect. The first instance occurs in bars 5 and 6,
where the composition’s reduced rate of rhythmic and pitch movement is recreated during
the improvisation. As can be seen in Figure 3.10, Mitchell and Smith both play the attacks
of the treble voice only within these bars, omitting the bass voice’s more active rhythmic
material (which can be seen in Figure 3.4). This moment of synchronised rhythmic activity
was not predetermined but rather emerged spontaneously during improvisation, reflecting
the duo’s engagement with the structural implications of the composition’s rhythmic language
during improvisation. The effect this improvised material has in recreating the reduced rate
of movement can be heard in Audio 3.6, which features the first six bars of the transcribed
passage, ending with bars 5 and 6 that can be seen in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10. Bars 5 and 6 of improvisation, occurring at 1:29-1:31.
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Audio 3.6. First six bars of improvisation, occuring 1:20-1:31, ending with diads seen in Figure 3.10.

The second instance of this technique occurs in bars 3 and 4. In this case, it is evident in the
rhythmic phrasing of Mitchell alone, with Smith pursuing an independent rhythmic idea. The
phrase Mitchell plays in these two bars can be seen in Figure 3.11. In this passage, Mitchell plays
the countermetrical pulse streams that were a feature of the notated 7:4 and 5:3 polyrhythms
within these bars of the composition. By omitting the quavers of the notated material however,
Mitchell obfuscates the sense of an underlying pulse, instead allowing the shifting speeds of
the countermetrical pulse streams to be heard in isolation. The relative speeds of 7:4 and 5:3
are very similar, with the 5:3 polyrhythm moving at a slightly slower rate1. Thus, when they
are sounded sequentially during Mitchell’s improvisation, a slight sense of slowing down is
generated, as can be heard in Audio 3.7. It should be noted however that the shifting speeds of
Mitchell’s rhythmic phrasing are not reinforced by Smith’s independent rhythmic idea, with
the polyrhythmic ensemble phrase emerging from the interaction of their two ideas.
Figure 3.11. Bars 3 and 4 of improvisation, occurring at 1:25-1:29.

Audio 3.7. Bars 3 and 4 of improvisation, occurring at 1:25-1:29.

Another improvisational strategy that I have uncovered during the transcription process
involves the use of the piece’s time signatures and bar-lines to guide the placement of rhythmic
content that is unrelated to the notated rhythmic phrasing. Smith describes this approach
as an alternative way of engaging with the composition’s form that does not draw directly
upon specific rhythmic contents. However, he also suggests that overusing the technique can
generate a sense of syncopation that conflicts with the polyrhythmic focus of the duo’s aesthetic
approach (Smith, 2017). One example of Smith’s use of the technique can be found in the
phrase he plays during bar 3 of the transcribed passage, which can be seen in Figure 3.12.

1

Refer to Chapter Five for a detailed description of relative speed as it applies to polyrhythms.
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Figure 3.12. Bar 3 of improvisation, occurring at 1:25-1:27.

Here, Smith subdivides the bar into four quaver pulses, playing a stream of demisemiquaver
sextuplets after placing a single quaver on the bar’s downbeat. The metric quaver pulse is
briefly sounded by Smith’s accent pattern in the first half of the bar, identified as accent pattern
(a) in Figure 3.13. These quaver accents serve to activate the metrical pulse stream that until
this point had not been clearly projected within the musical surface of the transcribed passage.
After the quaver pulse has been activated, Smith introduces a second accent pattern, identified
as accent pattern (b), that generates a fleeting 3:2 polyrhythm against the quaver pulse.
Figure 3.13. Smith's phrasing and accent patterns in bar 3 of transcribed passage.

Smith’s phrasing here is representative of Mitchell’s statement regarding the duo’s
improvisational approach to Ohm Nuggets: “trying to keep the rhythmic form intact [while]…
superimposing other material” (Mitchell, 2017b). When the phrases that Smith and Mitchell
play in bar 3 are sounded together, as can be heard in Example 3.7, they produce a composite
rhythm of considerable complexity. By developing multiple strategies for engaging with the
work’s rhythmic structure through extensive workshopping, Mitchell and Smith have generated
an improvisational approach that allows complex rhythms such as this to emerge spontaneously
through the interaction of their independent rhythmic ideas during performance.
3.2

Brim

Brim is a composition appearing on Mitchell’s 2017 release A Pouting Grimace. It is composed
for twelve performers with an instrumentation of piano, double bass, harp, a percussion
section of vibraphone, drum set, bongos, glockenspiel, timpani and tabla, and a woodwind
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section of flute, oboe, soprano saxophone, bassoon and contrabass clarinet. This ensemble
size is notably larger than the duo that performs Ohm Nuggets, and the music exploits the
ensemble’s broad timbral range and possibilities for subgrouping of the ensemble. Analysis of
the work’s pitch content and transformational procedures would reveal many of the processes
Mitchell employed to generate the composition; however, my analysis will focus exclusively
on rhythm-based elements of the composition as well as some aspects of its formal structure.
Brim is based on an earlier work by Mitchell entitled A Pouting Grimace for the ensemble Snark
Horse, which he co-leads with drummer Kate Gentile. The short biography of the group on
Mitchell’s website describes their music as “one-bar compositions which are torn apart and
sewed back together in real time” (Mitchell, n.d.). In a personal correspondence, Mitchell
stated that the piano part of Brim’s final two bars is the original A Pouting Grimace material,
redistributed into two 5/4 bars as seen in Figure 3.14 (Mitchell, 2017a). Featured below the
score is an excerpt from a concert recording of A Pouting Grimace as played by Snark Horse; this
recording has not been commercially released but is featured on Mitchell’s website. According
to Gentile, a key feature of the group’s approach to the compositions is that “there are no set
“parts” to the bars; [each performer] can just play whatever parts of it [they] want” (Gentile,
2015). The recorded excerpt demonstrates the idea of “tearing apart” the material through
extemporaneous generation of orchestration within the group: the trombone improvises
throughout, the soprano improvises while playing short excerpts of the first bar, while piano
and guitar play the second bar’s ascending phrase; the second bar’s left-hand material is never
heard.
Figure 3.14. A Pouting Grimace score.

Audio 3.8. Excerpt of A Pouting Grimace, performed by Snark Horse.

The performance aesthetic of the large ensemble that performs Brim is different to that of Snark
Horse, which is reflected in the makeup of the composition itself.The most substantial difference
is that unlike the original short-form work, Brim’s structure is completely predetermined, and
each instrument is given its own notated part. As a result of the work’s fixed structure, the
improvisatory elements are allocated to certain instruments at specific times during the work
and are always limited to a set number of bars. This approach to improvisation is significantly
different to that of Snark Horse, whose approach to generating a given work’s structure is
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itself improvisational. In response to Brim’s heavily notated score, the following analysis will
primarily discuss compositional aspects of the work; many of the techniques and processes
uncovered will then inform the discussion of, and in some cases the creation of, my own works
as discussed in Chapter Five.
While the following analysis will focus solely on the work Brim, it should be noted that all
of the pieces appearing on the album A Pouting Grimace are derived from the one-bar Snark
Horse tune of the same name. In an interview regarding several of her own extended works
emanating from Snark Horse repertoire, Gentile states that when she or Mitchell “…take one
of the 1-bar tunes and write a longer tune from it, [we] have to keep the same title” (Gentile,
2017). In light of this, Mitchell’s use of A Pouting Grimace as the album name makes it clear that
all ten tracks are derived from the original one-bar tune. However, in his exegeses of each of
the album’s tracks, as published on the Pi Recording’s website, he highlights the importance of
Brim in the process of compositional expansion:
“[Brim is] the primordial genetic broth of the whole record, everything on
all other tracks generated from the material here. associations with multiple
definitions of brim intended; margins and the sense of overflowing; palimpsest,
chant, kaleidoscope” (Mitchell, 2017c).
This suggests that Brim was the first work generated, with all of the other tunes following later.
An analysis of the myriad musical connections between Brim and the rest of the works on the
album, and the processes used by Mitchell in the compositional process, present a substantial
area for future study. I will now examine the score of Brim, referring to the language of
Mitchell’s exegesis to unpack a number of rhythm-based devices within the work.
Rhythmic Construction of Tutti Sections
A large majority of the musical material found in Brim comprises of variations of the shortform work’s second bar. In a personal correspondence, Mitchell stated that the first step in
the process of expanding the material was to generate nineteen piano variations of this bar’s
material. The pitch set of each variation is unique, although the ascending pitch contour of the
phrase is never abandoned. Rhythmically, each of these variations bears a strong resemblance
to the original phrase, retaining the right-hand’s 9:5 polyrhythm in two voices, as well as
maintaining the left-hand’s quaver-based rhythmic phrasing.Within these parameters, Mitchell
generates a wide variety of syncopated left-hand phrases as well as varying the placement
and frequency of quavers within the lower voice of the right-hand. While a comprehensive
analysis of each of the nineteen variations is unnecessary for the current discussion, Figure
3.15 features the original phrase alongside two variations, drawn from bars 50 and 76.
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Figure 3.15. Original piano phrase and two variations from Brim.

Each of the nineteen piano variations is repeated a number of times as a bar-length loop as the
work progresses. These loops are often grouped together in collections of 2-4 variations that
run into each other sequentially, with each collection featuring completely notated material
across the ensemble. It is in the tutti sections that the “palimpsest” process of Mitchell’s
exegesis is clearest: the piano variations were generated first, with the orchestration of the
rest of the ensemble’s material being written at a later stage.The “kaleidoscope” process can be
interpreted as describing the large-scale structural organisation of the work, which alternates
these tutti sections with passages featuring improvisation that focuses on smaller sub-sections
of the ensemble.
During the tutti passages, the five-person woodwind section of the ensemble is divided into
two sub-sections that are maintained throughout the work. I will refer to the group consisting
of flute, oboe and soprano saxophone as the high woodwinds group, while the contrabassclarinet and bassoon will be referred to as the low woodwind group. Both of these instrumental
sections act as sub-units of the ensemble that feature their own musical material during the
tutti sections. The low woodwinds are paired with the left-hand of the piano throughout,
maintaining exact rhythmic unison with the piano’s phrases with only minor deviations from
the piano’s pitch material; the only exception to this is the contrabass-clarinet’s long-tones in
the final tutti section of bars 107-124 which share the pitch material of the timpani.
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There are two distinct forms of rhythmic activity occurring in the high wind’s tutti material.
In both of them, the pitch content is derived from the piano’s right-hand material but with a
rhythmic makeup that is independent from it. The first of these forms of rhythmic activity is
most clearly demonstrated in the final bar of the work, shown in Figure 3.16. I refer to the
kind of rhythmic activity as micro-timing redistribution, meaning that the same pitch content is
distributed in more than one way within a uniform metric space (in this case, a single measure
of 5/4 time). In the case of Brim, these multiple rhythmic distributions are played concurrently
by multiple instruments – in this case piano, flute, oboe and soprano saxophone.
Figure 3.16. High woodwinds & piano in bar 127 of Brim.

The final bar of the work features a clear use of the rhythmic technique of micro-timing
redistribution. To clearly demonstrate how the technique works in this bar, each of the
woodwind parts is shown in isolation with the piano’s right-hand material in Figure 3.17.
Here, the red pitches in the piano’s part identify the pitches that are replicated in the paired
woodwind part. By using different subdivisions of the metrical pulse in the woodwinds and
the underlying piano phrase, there are very few synchronised attacks of corresponding pitches
between the instruments. To visually represent this, I have used the following three symbols
in Figure 3.17:
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← refers to a woodwind attack falling before the corresponding piano attack;
→ refers to a woodwind attack falling after the piano’s corresponding attack;
° refers to woodwind and piano attacks falling in unison.
Figure 3.17. Micro-timing redistribution within high woodwinds & piano in bar 127 of Brim.

During this passage of micro-timing redistribution, none of the delayed or anticipated attacks
of the high woodwinds occur more than a quaver apart from the corresponding piano attack
of that pitch. While measuring the exact temporal differences between those attacks would be
anecdotally intriguing, that data is not of primary relevance to this study. Instead, the musical
effect of the technique is of primary importance. My understanding of its effect on the musical
surface is to generate an ensemble sound in which the metrical pulse is not readily apparent to
the listener, yet a sense of stability and underlying order is sustained.This is an ensemble sound
that I find appealing in much of Mitchell’s music, and one which I have attempted to promote
in my own ensembles. In Chapter Five, I will discuss the use of micro-timing redistribution as
a compositional technique in my original work Nodap.
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Rhythmic Cues During Improvisational Passages
The variations derived from the first bar of the original short-form work A Pouting Grimace will
now be discussed. In contrast to the chant-like repetition of the tutti passages throughout Brim,
these variations do not subject the original material to repetition-based processes. Instead, the
first bar’s notated material is split into two distinct areas, with the space between them expanded
to form a third area featuring improvisation. These three areas are identified in Figure 3.18. I
have labelled the first area “opening”, signifying its structural function as the opening gesture of
the ensuing improvisation.The “expanded space” features short group improvisations featuring
piano, bass, drum kit and a shifting selection of one or two woodwinds, as well as notated harp
and glockenspiel material. I have labelled the final area “cue”, signifying its function as a cue
out of the improvisation and into the following tutti passage.
Figure 3.18. First bar of A Pouting Grimace, divided into three musical areas.

The cue material, which will be the primary analytical focus, is treated to seven variations
throughout Brim.With the exception of the variation occurring in bar 68, the six other variations
all retain the original phrase’s short-short-long rhythmic shape. However, each variation subtly
alters the durations of the notes within the phrase, such as the variation appearing in the work’s
opening bar, shown in Figure 3.19. By using the cue to open the tune, Mitchell foreground’s
the structural function of this rhythmic phrase.
Figure 3.19. Cue variation in bar 1 of Brim.

Following the establishment of the phrase’s significance, exact repetition of its pitch contour and
rhythmic structure is unnecessary. Instead, Mitchell uses the listener’s recall of the previously26

heard phrase to create the sense of a recurring event – in this case, a cue between sections of
the piece. This gives Mitchell great freedom with the cue’s variations, and as can been seen
in Figure 3.20, some variations substantially alter the phrase shape to include three distinct
durations, giving the phrase a short-medium-long shape. While this is a distinct phrase of its
own, the rhythmic deviation is not substantial enough to weaken the previously established
function of the cue in the flow of the music.
Figure 3.20. Cue variation in bar 84 of Brim.

The cue variation appearing in bar 68 features a different rhythmic shape to all other appearances
of the phrase, signalling significant changes in the orchestration of the remaining tutti passages.
This variation features a long-medium-short phrase shape (as shown in Figure 3.21), reversing
the shape established in all previously heard iterations of the cue. Following this reversed
phrase, the piece’s remaining two variations revert back to the original phrase shape.
Figure 3.21. Cue variation in bar 68 of Brim.

The reversed phrase shape does not alter its established function of ushering in a tutti section,
but it does signal a change in the rhythmic density of the high woodwinds material that follows.
During the four preceding tutti passages, the high winds had progressed through a cycle of
increasing rhythmic density from one tutti section to the next. The cue in bar 68 then acts as
a trigger for the rhythmic activity of the following tutti section to return to a level of density
recalling the start of the first cycle. This can be seen in Figure 3.22, which compares the
rhythmic densities of the two cycles with excerpts from bars 2-3 and 69-70. The final tutti
sections of the work then mirror the increasing density of the first half, leading to a large-scale
structure comprising of two distinct cycles of increasing rhythmic density within the high
woodwinds.
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Figure 3.22. Similar rhythmic densities of high woodwind material in bars 2-3 and 69-70.

There are a number of additional cycles of increasing rhythmic density within other subsections
of the ensemble throughout the work. I interpret this feature of the work to be what Mitchell
refers to in his exegesis as a “sense of overflowing”: the alternating tutti and improvisational
passages establish clear temporally-defined structural parameters of the work which are then
filled with increasing amounts of musical material. However, I have highlighted the cycle
present in the high woodwinds here to draw attention to the role of the rhythmic variation of
the phrase in bar 68 in the large-scale structuring of the work. Similar structural devices that I
have developed within my original compositions will be discussed in Chapter Five.
Rhythmic Flattening
Of additional interest is an appearance of the rhythmic flattening technique within the notated
bass part in bars 69-78. In this case, the initial form of the phrase distributes six rhythmic
events within the 5/4 bar-length in a heavily syncopated manner, as can be seen in Figure
3.23. The following two permutations of the phrase, also presented in Figure 3.23, retain the
six attacks but redistribute them within the bar in such a way that the durations of the notes
become more uniform over time. The rhythmic phrasing found in bars 72-75 act as a half-way
point of the process, with five of the six rhythmic attacks now of equal rhythmic value. The
final phrase of bars 76-78 completes the rhythmic flattening process, with all six attacks now
of the same rhythmic value and thus forming a 6:5 polyrhythm.
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Figure 3.23. Rhythmic flattening of bass & drums material in bars 69-78.

This process of rhythmic flattening emerges clearly from within the dense ensemble texture
of Brim due to the double bass being the lowest-sounding instrument in the ensemble. This
compositional decision is also enhanced by Kate Gentile’s improvised drum orchestration
which does not add any additional attacks or fills, opting to play in exact unison with the
written bass part. Rhythmic flattening will be discussed further in Chapter Five through a
discussion of its improvisational use within my work The Turn.
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Chapter Four

Developmental Processes
In the previous chapter, I identified a number of key rhythmic devices that were uncovered
through the analysis of Mitchell’s music. In this chapter, our attention turns to the developmental
processes that have informed the rhythmic approach of Matt Mitchell and his collaborators.
In addition to presenting two processes that were uncovered during interviews with Mitchell,
percussionist Ches Smith and bassist Kim Cass, I also present a third process derived from
methods of arranging rhythmic material first developed by Australian percussionist Greg
Sheehan. Although this third process is not presented as an original contribution within this
thesis, it is included here to introduce an element of my rhythmic approach that predates
this research project and has emerged as a useful tool facilitating the integration of elements
of Mitchell’s rhythmic language into my own language, as will be demonstrated in the final
section of this chapter.
This chapter will present the three developmental processes as rhythm-based resources,
discussing them without reference to any specific musical applications in an effort to avoid the
implication of limited utility. This is reflective of the very nature of developmental processes,
in that they are not intended to be projected within the music itself. As such, they are
presented as sets of pre-musical information that can be used to inform the creative musical
activity of musicians operating within a variety of stylistic approaches. Additionally, I will also
demonstrate how the process described in the second section of this chapter can be used as an
analytical tool, as demonstrated through reflexive analysis of two of my original compositions,
one of which was created prior to the current research project.
4.1

Comprehensive catalogue of visualized polyrhythms

The first rhythm-based resource, introduced to me by Kim Cass, is a catalogue of visualized
representations of polyrhythms. The catalogue consists of a comprehensive list of all two-voice
polyrhythms formed by integers 1 through 9. The polyrhythms are presented in their most
reduced form only and are not re-presented in larger forms; e.g. 2:3 does not also appear
as 4:6 or 6:9. During a lesson with Cass, he showed me his own hand-written catalogue
which we used as a reference point to understand the rhythmic phrasing present in his own
music. The information acts as a pre-musical resource of rhythmic information promoting
an understanding of the mathematic relationship between the two voices of any polyrhythm.
This understanding has since formed an invaluable first step in my own process of learning to
accurately execute the polyrhythms on the saxophone.
Upon Cass’s recommendation, I made my own hand-written version of the catalogue following
our lesson. The rhythmic information in his catalogue and my own is identical, consisting
solely of number-based patterns that could be reproduced by any musician. The process of
writing my own version was a valuable process in and of itself, as the action of calculating and
hand-writing each rhythm allowed me to engage with the rhythms at a fundamental level that
likely would not have been reached if I had been given a completed copy by Cass. For clarity,
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all figures in this section will feature digital notation rather than my original hand-written
notation.
A significant difference between my catalogue and Cass’s is the upper limit to the integers
used. His version includes all integers from 1 to 11, while mine only extends from 1 to 9,
excluding polyrhythms using 10 or 11 pulses. This decision was made after I took a lesson
with pianist Marc Hannaford soon after my session with Cass. During our lesson, Hannaford
stated that he rarely moved beyond subdivisions of 9 in his own practice and that he had not
found larger subdivisions to be a commonly occurring rhythmic feature when improvising
with other Australian musicians working in this aesthetic area. Due to my own engagement
as a performer with this musical community in Australia, it therefore seemed logical to limit
my own practice to integers 1 to 9 during this study period. The polyrhythms possible with
subdivisions of 10 and above could however form a further area of the study in the future.
The method of visualising the polyrhythms will now be outlined. See Figure 4.1 for an
example of the visualisation of two polyrhythms, with annotations in red identifying the key
pieces of information present. In both cases, the notation represents the metrical pulse as a
low sound and the countermetrical pulse stream as a high sound. In the case of polyrhythms
using a septuplet subdivision, the visualisations also include a 2-2-3 archetype in a cross-head
notation. In practice, this archetype is heard internally while the polyrhythm is sounded. I
included the archetype in my practice of the septuplet-based polyrhythms due to my lack of
familiarity with the subdivision, and it assisted my placement of the notes during the learning
process. As my practice progressed, I was able to phase out the archetype over time as my
embodied knowledge of the subdivision grew.
Figure 4.1. Explanation of polyrhythmic graphic representation.

The catalogue is organised into two sections, each of which takes a different approach to
arranging the complete collection of polyrhythms into groups. In both sections, the catalogue
groups polyrhythms into collections of related rhythms, with each page presenting a single
pool of related rhythms. The first section pools rhythms together into pages of polyrhythms
sharing a common subdivision. An example of this can be seen in Figure 4.2, which features
the page of polyrhythms based in a quintuplet subdivision.
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Figure 4.2. All polyrhythms featuring 5 counter-metrical pulses.

This first section of the catalogue was also the first that I incorporated into my instrumental
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practice, providing a visual guide that informed a practice methodology consisting of the
following steps:
1. Learn each polyrhythm individually;
2. Play each polyrhythm four times before progressing onto the subsequent rhythm, all
the way to the bottom of the page and back up;
3. Move between the pool of rhythms freely.
This methodology was applied to each page individually, so that I was in effect internalising the
subdivision itself as well as the rhythmic placement of the polyrhythm. By the time I reached
the third stage of the process on each page, I felt comfortable generating a wide variety of
phrases within the subdivision being used. On all pages, the tempo at which I started the
process was q = 60, and over time I have increased the tempo gradually in a process that is still
ongoing.
I will now offer some recorded examples of these steps being applied to the polyrhythms
based in a quintuplet subdivision. My aim in practicing these polyrhythms on the saxophone
has not been to execute both voices of the polyrhythm but rather to play the countermetrical
pulse stream only. Therefore, in the following examples I will play the countermetrical pulse
streams on saxophone while the metrical pulse is produced by a metronome.
Audio 4.1 features an abridged1 version of the second step of my process practicing the sheet
of quintuplet-based polyrhythms, with each polyrhythm played twice before progressing onto
the subsequent rhythm.
Audio 4.1. Quintuplet-based polyrhythms played twice each.

Audio 4.2 presents the third step of the process applied to the same quintuplet-based
polyrhythms.
Audio 4.2. Quintuplet-based polyrhythms played in improvised ordering.

My later practice incorporated exercises based on the second section of the polyrhythm
catalogue in addition to my ongoing practice of the first section. In the second section, the
pooling of rhythms into pages of related rhythms is based on their shared number of metrical
pulses, rather than a shared subdivision as in the first section of the catalogue. An example can
be seen in Figure 4.3, which is the page of all polyrhythms occurring in the space of 3 metrical
pulses. Here, each line features a different subdivision to accommodate the increasing number
of countermetrical pulses from the top to the bottom of the page.
1
Unlike the full version of the exercise that I have used during practice, this recorded example ends at the bottom of the
sheet’s page and does not return back to the top.
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Figure 4.3. All polyrhythms featuring 3 metrical pulses.

This section formed a visual resource for a similar practice methodology to that described
earlier:
1. Play each polyrhythm four times before progressing onto the subsequent rhythm, all
the way to the bottom of the page and back up;
2. Move between the pool of rhythms freely.
The first step described earlier, where I would practice each polyrhythm individually, was not
necessary here, as the catalogue only rearranges their ordering in the second section rather
than introducing any new rhythmic material. My practice of this section helped develop my
ability to switch fluidly between subdivisions, which has become a critical skill in achieving
the aesthetic goals of my own music. This rhythm approach will be expanded on further in
the next section of this chapter as well as being incorporated into the original compositions
discussed in Chapter Five.
While practicing the rhythms as arranged in both sections, I attempted to execute the
countermetrical pulses in two distinct ways. The first involved playing each attack as a long
note with no further embellishment, as heard in Examples 4.1 and 4.2. A second, later
approach was to use the polyrhythms to place accents within a constant stream of notes.
This stream would be formed by playing a note in every part of the subdivision being used.
See Figure 4.4 for an example of a stream of semiquaver quintuplets with accents placed in
a pattern according to the 5:3 polyrhythm seen above it. Example 4.3 features a recorded
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demonstration on saxophone of the Figure’s notation, with the metrical pulse being produced
by a metronome.
Figure 4.4. 5:3-derived accent pattern applied to a constant stream of quintuplets.

Audio 4.3. Saxophone performance of 5:3 accent pattern seen in Figure 4.4.

When learning these polyrhythms as accent patterns on streams of notes, I discovered that my
previously embodied knowledge of idiomatic jazz phrasing was a physical impediment to my
embodying of the new rhythms. It became clear that my previous experience of transcribing
and learning solos recorded by canonical jazz saxophonists had conditioned my tonguing to
follow certain physical patterns in relation to the metrical pulse, thus limiting my rhythmic
phrasing to certain idiomatic patterns.
These patterns are often one to two-bars in length, forming modules that can be linked
together during improvisation to generate longer phrases. Due to the frequent shifting between
patterns, they generate a strong sense of syncopation relative to the metrical pulse. On the
other hand, the accent patterns generated by polyrhythms during streams of notes often result
in phrases that take a larger number of bars to resolve. Unlike the syncopation generated
through idiomatic jazz articulation, the polyrhythms generate regularly-spaced accents that
form an independent speed relative to the metrical pulse.
During my practice of polyrhythm-based articulation patterns, I discovered a number of
similarities between the polyrhythmic phrases and idiomatic jazz phrases. One such similarity
was found in the accent pattern generated by an 8:3 polyrhythm. As can be seen in Figure 4.5,
the rhythm found in the boxed first pulse forms a 3-3-2 grouping, which is a commonly used
quaver grouping in the playing of jazz improvisers.
Figure 4.5. 3-3-2 grouping pattern in first pulse of 8:3 polyrhythm.
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See Figure 4.6 for one usage of this grouping structure in an improvisation by saxophonist
Charlie Parker, which is one of the many appearances of the 3-3-2 grouping I learned as an
undergraduate performance student. There are many other examples that could be given, yet
this single example serves to draw attention to the articulation pattern.
Figure 4.6. Phrase occuring at 1:03-1:06 during Charlie Parker's solo from Scrapple from the Apple.

My familiarity with the 3-3-2 articulation pattern as an embodied rhythm-producing motor
action became an unexpected hindrance during the process of learning the 8:3 accent pattern.
As is demonstrated by Parker’s phrasing seen in Figure 4.6, it is very common to place an
accent on the downbeat following a 3-3-2 pattern, which I found to be a habitual feature of
my own playing. As a result, it was initially very difficult to accurately place the fourth accent
produced by an 8:3 polyrhythm. As can be seen in Figure 4.7, this accent falls one note later
than the downbeat, where it would otherwise fall in the idiomatic jazz phrase.
Figure 4.7. Placement of 4th accent in 8:3 polyrhythm.

Training my tongue to accurately place the 4th accent required engagement with my entire
body. This involved using my feet to tap the metrical pulse in a much more exaggerated way
than would be appropriate in performance, often involving substantial leg movement. This
movement promoted an alternate body motion to replace the preconditioned relationship
between the underlying pulse and the movement of my tongue, which would habitually
produce an accent falling on the second downbeat. By allowing another part of my body to
accent that beat instead, I learnt to move my tongue more independently and was eventually
able to accurately place the countermetrical accent without the exaggerated leg movement.
Another element of my improvising that was conditioned in tandem with idiomatic articulation
patterns was pitch contour and, as a result, the choice of pitches themselves. As can be seen
in Figure 4.6, Parker’s changes in pitch contour and direction are closely aligned with the
placement of his accents; this is again indicative of stylistic tendencies I have embodied through
my study of jazz improvisation. Through my practice of new, non-idiomatic tonguing patterns,
it became clear that some aspects of my approach to pitch choice and contour were closely
linked to my approach to articulation. As a result, the rhythmic practice I have detailed here
was also coupled with explorations of a variety of pitch-related organizational strategies.
Regrettably, an in-depth study of these approaches is beyond the scope of this study but could
be a fruitful area of study in the future.
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4.2

Ranking of Polyrhythms by Relative Speed

After introducing me to the catalogue of visualised polyrhythms, Cass also introduced me
to a table that ranked all of the catalogued rhythms in order of relative speed. He stated that
Matt Mitchell had calculated the table and shared it with him, with both musicians using the
information it contains as a reference point in their compositional processes and polyrhythmbased instrumental practice. During a later correspondence with Marc Hannaford, I discovered
that he had independently calculated the table for his own use. As such, the table acts as a
key second reference for developmental processes informing the music of Matt Mitchell’s
community of collaborators as well as the community of performers I am engaged with in
Australia.
The process of ranking the polyrhythms by relative speed takes into account the speed of the
countermetrical pulse stream only. The speed of the underlying metrical pulse is assumed to
be uniform, enabling comparisons between the countermetrical streams to be made relative
to a common unit. An understanding of this common unit enabled me to calculate the table
myself during the same period that I compiled the polyrhythm catalogue discussed in the first
section of this chapter. Once again, I was afforded greater insight into the relationship between
the polyrhythms by calculating the information myself than I may have otherwise reached if
given an already-compiled copy of the same information.
Table 4.1 presents the rankings in their complete form. The table is divided into two primary
columns; the column on the left features all polyrhythms with a number of countermetrical
pulses greater than the number of underlying metrical pulses; conversely, the right column
features those with fewer countermetrical pulses than metrical pulses. As such, the table
moves from fastest to slowest, with the first polyrhythm, 9:12, featuring 9 notes in the space
of 1 metrical pulse, while the final polyrhythm, 1:9, features a single note with a duration of
9 metrical pulses.

2
Mitchell’s table extended to polyrhythms with integers of 10 and 11; for the reasons already touched
upon in Section 1, I have limited my table to integers 1 to 9.
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Table 4.1. Complete ranking of polyrhythms in order of relative speed, from fastest to slowest.
Name

Attacks per 1 metrical pulse

Name

Attacks per 1 metrical pulse

9:1
8:1
7:1
6:1
5:1
9:2
4:1
7:2
3:1
8:3
5:2
7:3
9:4
2:1
9:5
7:4
5:3
8:5
3:2
7:5
4:3
9:7
5:4
6:5
7:6
8:7
9:8
1:1

9

8:9
7:8
6:7
5:6
4:5
7:9
3:4
5:7
2:3
5:8
3:5
4:7
5:9
1:2
4:9
3:7
2:5
3:8
1:3
2:7
1:4
2:9
1:5
1:6
1:7
1:8
1:9

0.889

8
7
6
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.667
2.5
2.333
2.25
2
1.8
1.75
1.667
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.333
1.286
1.25
1.2
1.167
1.149
1.125

0.875
0.857
0.833
0.8
0.778
0.75
0.714
0.667
0.625
0.6
0.571
0.556
0.5
0.444
0.429
0.4
0.375
0.333
0.286
0.25
0.222
0.2
0.167
0.143
0.125
0.111

1

Within each primary column, there is a secondary piece of information to the right of the
listed polyrhythm. These italicised numbers express every polyrhythm in the form of x:1,
where the antecedent x is the number of polyrhythmic attacks occurring in the consequent’s
single metrical pulse. These figures were reached using a simple mathematical procedure,
which will now be illustrated through the example of 5:2. To express this polyrhythm in x:1
form, both integers must be divided by the value of the consequent. In the case of 5:2, this
means dividing both integers by 2, with the resultant x:1 ratio being 2.5:1.
The secondary column only lists the antecedents of the x:1 expressions, as it is understood
that the consequent is 1 in all cases. Expressed this way, comparisons of the speeds of various
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polyrhythms are easily made: the larger the number, the faster the countermetrical pulse
stream’s speed relative to the other polyrhythms within the table.
The greatest utility of the table is to uncover similar relative speeds that may not be readily
apparent. In some cases, the relative speeds of rhythmic streams can be intuitively understood;
consider for example the process of determining that 2:1 (quavers) is faster than 3:2 (crotchet
triplets), which is faster again than 2:3 (dotted crotchets). An example of a less intuitive
rhythmic relationship can be seen when comparing the polyrhythmic streams of 3:2, 7:5 and
4:3. Upon inspection, we see that these three polyrhythms appear consecutively in the table,
meaning they have extremely similar relative speeds. Many more examples of less intuitive
rhythmic relationships can be found upon further examination of the table.
At this point, it is worth revisiting the caveat stated in the introduction to this chapter. This
table presents information regarding the relationships between various rhythms but does not
include any indication of how that information is to be used; as a result, it is free from any
association with style and does not have any inherent limit to its potential uses. In light of this,
the musical applications discussed during the remainder of this section will necessarily be
limited to the stylistic tendencies of the musicians involved. It should not be inferred that the
examples are implying any preferred methods of drawing on the information during creative
acts.
The following will demonstrate how the table of ranked speeds has served to deepen my
understanding of Matt Mitchell’s music as well as informing my own practice as a composer
and performer. The two examples drawn from Mitchell’s series of etudes reflects a sustained
compositional engagement with this area of rhythmic organisation that extends into his present
work.
First, we will briefly return to Mitchell’s composition Ohm Nuggets, which was analysed at
length in Chapter Three. An element of the work that has already been touched upon is the
relative speeds of the polyrhythms found in bars 3 and 4 of the work. It is my assertion that
the sequential placement of 7:4 and 5:3 polyrhythms within these bars was informed by the
table of ranked speeds. The notated material can be seen in Figure 4.8, which is then followed
by Table 4.2 which features an excerpt from the complete table that highlights the proximity
of the two polyrhythms.
Figure 4.8. Bars 3-4 of Ohm Nuggets.
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Table 4.2. Excerpt of complete table, with the polyrhythms found in bars 3-4 of Ohm Nuggets highlighted.
2:1

2

9:5

1.8

7:4
5:3

1.75

8:5

1.6

3:2

1.5

1.667

As we can see, these two polyrhythms appear consecutively in the table and thus have
extremely similar relative speeds. The table has thus provided us with an understanding of
the compositional process that likely led to the choice of these two polyrhythms in particular
for sequential appearance. An interesting performative consideration is that the pianist’s hand
playing the metrical pulse moves from left to right when progressing to the fourth bar, adding
an extra layer of complexity for the performer to overcome.
The use of similar speeds in Mitchell’s music is seldom contextualised by an audible metrical
pulse. By allowing the countermetrical pulse streams to be heard in isolation, the shifts of
speed are heard without a clear metrical context through which they could otherwise be more
easily interpreted. To me, this rhythmic ambiguity retains a sense of underlying organisation
that is nonetheless inaccessible to the listener. Instead, it is a fluid, unpredictable musical
surface that is perceived by the listener. It is this mysterious quality that I am interested in
exploring in my own work.
My first composition attempting to generate this sense of rhythmic ambiguity was written in
2015, prior to the commencement of this study. Entitled Fortean Nights, the work is in two
main sections with each section based upon a single polyrhythm. The A section features a
surface rhythm structured around an underlying 3:5 polyrhythm, while the B section is built
around 2:3.These polyrhythms require metric subdivisions of triplets and quavers respectively,
addressing my interest at the time of improving my accuracy when executing shifts between
the two subdivisions.
Although I was aware at the time of their similarity, my choice of these particular polyrhythms
was not informed by any calculations of their relative speeds.The table of ranked speeds, which
introduced me to a new way of understanding relationships between rhythms, now provides
us with an analytical tool that can give new insights into the composition’s construction. Table
4.3 shows us that the work’s two polyrhythms are only separated by one other polyrhythm,
confirming my earlier intuition that they moved at very similar speeds.
Table 4.3. Excerpt of complete table, with the polyrhythms found in Fortean Nights highlighted.
3:4

0.75

5:7

0.714

2:3

0.667

5:8

0.625

3:5

0.6

4:7

0.571

5:9

0.556
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Now that I have the table available as a resource, my more recent compositions have explored
similar ideas with more informed rhythmic choices. I wrote a companion piece to Fortean
Nights in 2017 entitled Fortean Days, again based solely on polyrhythms using three and fourpart subdivisions. Here, the shifting between subdivisions occurs multiple times within the
main section of the work’s form, unlike Fortean Nights in which each section is based on a
single, unchanging polyrhythm.This has a considerably different effect on the perception of the
music; the moments of rhythmic ambiguity in Fortean Nights primarily occur during transitions
between sections, whereas Fortean Days is in a constant state of rhythmic flux that achieves a
more sustained sense of rhythmic ambiguity.
The newer work generates its sense of constant rhythmic change by rapidly progressing
through a sequence of polyrhythms with similar relative speeds. The table of ranked speeds
was an important source of data informing my creative decisions when choosing the sequence
of rhythms. The countermetrical pulse streams that I eventually chose are most clearly
orchestrated in the bass part, which can be seen in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9. Bass part in the A section of Fortean Days.

There are two pairs of sequential polyrhythms with similar relative speeds present in the
work’s nine-bar form. The first of these pairs is identified in Figure 4.10 with red annotations,
where we can see a 4:3 polyrhythm followed by two consecutive 3:2 rhythms. A second pair of
similar relative speeds is highlighted in Figure 4.10 with blue annotations, identifying the 3:4
and 4:5 polyrhythms that are heard consecutively when the form is repeated.
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Figure 4.10. Similar relative speeds of pairs of polyrhythms in Fortean Days, with the first pair highlighted in
red and the second pair highlighted in blue.

We can understand the similar relative speeds of these pairs of polyrhythms by assessing their
proximity within the table of ranked speeds. The two pairs of rhythms are identified in Table
4.4, where the red and blue highlighting corresponds to the similarly coloured annotations
found in Figure 4.10. Here, we find that the polyrhythms of each pair are located one space
apart within the table, which our previous analysis allows us to understand as producing
rhythms of very similar relative speeds. By having the table available as a compositional tool, I
was able to use these rhythms with an awareness of the musical effect they would have.
Table 4.4. Excerpt of complete table, with the polyrhythms found in Fortean Nights highlighted; red and blue
highlighting corresponding to equivalently highlighted polyrhythms seen in Figure 4.10.
8:5

1.6

3:2

1.5

7:5

1.4

4:3

1.333

9:7

1.286

…
5:6

0.833

4:5

0.8

7:9

0.778

3:4

0.75

5:7

0.714

Recorded demonstrations of these pairs of polyrhythms performed on drum kit will now
be offered. In all four examples, the metrical pulses will be played as a low sound, while the
countermetrical pulse stream will be played as a high sound.
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Audios 4.4 and 4.5 both features movement from 3:2 to 4:3, with the former rhythm being
played four times before switching to the second rhythm. Audio 4.4 features an audible metrical
pulse; Audio 4.5 features the countermetrical pulse stream only, reflecting the intended
inaudibility of the metrical pulse in the piece itself.
Audio 4.4. Movement from 3:2 to 4:3 with an audible metrical pulse.

Audio 4.5. Movement from 3:2 to 4:3 without an audible metrical pulse.

Similarly, Audios 4.6 and 4.7 feature movement from 3:4 to 4:5, with the first polyrhythm
being played four times before switching. Audio 4.6 has an audible metrical pulse while Audio
4.7 omits it.
Audio 4.6. Movement from 3:4 to 4:5 with an audible metrical pulse.

Audio 4.7. Movement from 3:4 to 4:5 without an audible metrical pulse.

We will now briefly discuss the improvisational possibilities offered by the rhythmic structure
of Fortean Days. During performance, we loop the work’s A section while the saxophone and
then later the piano solo over the form. There are no guidelines regarding choices of harmonic
and melodic material, although a trend that has emerged is to draw upon the intervallic content
of the composed material.We do however closely adhere to the rhythmic guideline and strictly
observe the underlying subdivision changes. As can be seen in Figure 4.9, I have used the terms
“straight” and “swing” above the bars, with “straight” referring to a semiquaver subdivision
and “swing” referring to a quaver-triplet subdivision. These labels are designed to direct our
changes of rhythmic feel, enabling us to move fluidly between the subdivisions without a need
to repeat any element of the actual notated rhythmic material.
Refer to Audio 4.8 to hear a rehearsal recording where I perform a saxophone improvisation
with bass accompaniment. During the recording, we play through the form twice while strictly
adhering to the underlying subdivision changes. I find this to be a stimulating and enjoyable
parameter within which to improvise which is tightly structured yet still achieves the aesthetic
goal of generating a rhythmically flexible sound.
Audio 4.8.

Improvisation over two cycles through the form of Fortean Days.
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We will examine two further original compositions in greater detail in Chapter Five. The
two works, entitled Nodap and The Turn, both contain passages that were informed by the two
resources discussed thus far in this chapter as well as the third primary resource we will now
discuss.
4.3

Number Sequences

The final resource we will look at in this chapter is drawn from the work of a number of Australian
musicians who I have learnt from and in some cases performed with. A common feature in the
practices of many of these musicians is the use of numerical sequences to organise rhythmic
phrasing. A number of patterning methodologies have been developed to organise these
sequences of numbers, with two significant methods being number diamonds and magic squares.
My interviews with Matt Mitchell, Ches Smith and particularly Kim Cass led to discussions
of number sequences informing their music, yet the patterning systems informing the work
of the Australian improvising community appears to be a unique development. Therefore,
this section will demonstrate the methodology I have used to integrate the polyrhythm-based
practice derived from my study of Mitchell’s music into my own patterned number sequences.
Number sequences function as short-hand representations of rhythmic information for use
by performers. As Barker explains, each numeral in the sequence “represents a corresponding
number of… notes”. In other words, the numerals represent groups of notes functioning
together as a single rhythmic cell, which we well now refer to as a “grouping” of notes. These
groupings are usually arranged into several lines, with each line representing an “individual
rhythmic phrase” (Barker, 2015). This short-hand representation of rhythmic information can
be used in a wide variety of contexts, describing any number of notes in any subdivision. As
a performer, it has been my experience that it is far easier to internalize rhythmic structures
presented in this format than when seeing the same information presented as traditional
notation.
It should be noted here that the function of number sequences is not interchangeable with that
of time signatures. In most of the musical applications of which I am aware, number sequences
are used to arrange patterned sequences of accents over a consistent underlying meter. As
such, the sequences can be considered as representations of rhythmic phrasing rather than
shifts in meter.
The short-hand nature of number sequences offers an effective method of communicating
large amounts of rhythmic information in an easy to internalise, visual form. One example of
a number diamond structure will feature as part of the developmental process I describe in the
final portion of this section; however, a more general discussion of how diamonds and magic
squares are structured will not be necessary here. Further explanations of Greg Sheehan’s
number diamonds can be found in O’Neill’s work (2018), where the construction and
potential applications of the number sequences are discussed at length. Similarly, Dimond’s
work uncovers the mathematical relationships governing the internal grouping structures of
magic squares (Dimond, n.d.).
The number sequences I employ in my own music seldom follow the structural patterns of
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number diamonds or magic squares. Nevertheless, there are some general qualities I have
derived from both forms which I maintain in my own sequences. The first is to use a relatively
small set of numerals in order to limit the amount of numerical information to be memorised
by the performers. A second characteristic that was not as easy to carry over was the consistent
internal logic of the number diamond and magic square frameworks. Familiarity with any one
diamond or square will enable a musician to substitute other sets of numerals into that same
framework without changing its structure. When generating my own sequences, I thus had to
ensure that the structure I create could offer its own internal logic that would facilitate easy
internalization for use during improvisation.
In practice, number sequences can be used to organise the rhythmic structure of composed
material as well as providing cyclical frameworks for improvisation. We will focus primarily
on the improvisational uses; compositional applications have been discussed in detail by Barker
(2015) and McLean (2018) in relation to Scott Tinkler’s work Oxygen Thief3, and Hannaford
who analyses his own piece SomethingWe Know (Hannaford, 2012).
During improvised performance, number sequences function as rhythm cycles that guide the
rhythmic elements of each performer’s improvisation. For an ensemble to successfully perform
improvised music involving number sequences, a shared group approach to navigating the cycle
is required. Developing this group approach is not intended to constrain spontaneity during
improvisation nor does it promote a musical context wherein all performers are required to
regularly execute any particular rhythmic events in unison. As Hannaford explains, it does
however foster a “common understanding of rhythm so that [the performers can] aurally
recognise each other’s phrasing [emphasis added]” (Hannaford, 2013). In the same way that
a group awareness of idiomatic jazz harmony does not restrict the melodic and harmonic
choices available to a soloist during improvisation, number sequences offer a common pool
of knowledge acting as “springboards for a rhythmic dialogue” (Barker, 2015) that allows each
performer to have an understanding of the possibilities inherent in the cycle without restricting
their choices of rhythmic phrasing.
We will now assess the methodology I have developed for incorporating polyrhythms into
number sequences, which represents a significant form of rhythmic organisation that has
been developed over the course of this research project. The method involves creating sets
of polyrhythms to be superimposed into the grouping structure of a number sequence. This
process will be demonstrated with the number diamond seen in Figure 4.11. To read the
sequence in order, we progress up from the left-most corner to read a first line of 6-6-4; we
then read the two lower lines in the same fashion, reading 6-4-6 and 4-6-6 respectively.

3

Tinkler’s composition is based on a number sequence devised by John Rodgers.
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Figure 4.11. Number diamond consisting of groupings of 6 and 4.

6

6
6

4
4
4

6
6

6

The sum of this diamond is 48, which we can contextualize as three measures of 4/4 with a
semiquaver subdivision. Audio 4.9 features a demonstration of these groupings played as a low
sound with the metrical pulse played as a high sound. In this example, the groupings of 6 are
further subdivided into two groups of 3.
Audio 4.9. Groupings of number diamond shown in Figure 4.11.

As we can see in Figure 4.11, there are only two different numerals involved in the sequence.
In order to generate a set of polyrhythms to superimpose into the sequence, we thus need one
polyrhythm to play in the space of six notes and another to play in the space of four notes.
The following two polyrhythms will form the set:
4:6
5:4

(four notes will be played in the 6-note spaces); and
(five notes will be played in the 4-note spaces).

The consequents of these two polyrhythms correspond to the numerals used in the number
diamond. This reflects a general requirement for any superimposition of polyrhythms within a
number sequence to be successful: the chosen polyrhythms should have consequents that are
identical to the numerals in the number sequence being used.
In our continuing example, the process of superimposing the set of polyrhythms into the number
diamond requires a single final step. For each grouping of the sequence, the corresponding
countermetrical pulse stream is played. See Figure 4.12 for a revised edition of the number
diamond with the polyrhythmic superimpositions included. It is important to note that during
ensemble workshopping of polyrhythmic superimposition, we have not written out number
sequences with the polyrhythms added in this way. Figure 4.12 is included here only to
demonstrate how this particular set of polyrhythms would be incorporated into the diamond
structure that we have already discussed. In practice, we have found that the ensemble needs to
have internalised the sequence’s grouping structure before any polyrhythmic superimposition
is attempted. In that context, further use of a visual aid such as a diamond is unnecessary.
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Figure 4.12. Number diamond consisting of groupings of 6 and 4, with 4:6 and 5:4 polyrhythms.
5:4
4:6
4:6

4:6
5:4

4:6

4:6
4:6

5:4

Audio 4.10 features the number diamond played twice with the polyrhythms superimposed
into the sequence. The recording of the groupings heard in Audio 4.9 is reproduced here in
the right channel only, while the left channel features the polyrhythmic streams played on
saxophone with improvised pitches.
Audio 4.10. Groupings of number diamond (left channel) and superimposed polyrhythm set (right channel).

At this point, a closer examination of the polyrhythms chosen for this example is necessary.
In Audio 4.10, we hear that the 5:4 polyrhythmic stream is almost double in speed to the 4:6
stream, which is most noticeable when listening to the left channel in isolation. It is clear
however that the faster polyrhythmic stream is not exactly double that of the slower stream; for
an exact doubling of speed to occur, we would have to move from 4:6 to 8:6.
To determine how the 5:4 polyrhythm generates a sense of near-doubled speed, we can
consult the table of ranked speeds. In the excerpt seen in Table 4.5, we find 4:6 expressed in
its reduced form of 2:3, and 8:6 reduced similarly to 4:3. It can be seen here that 5:4 is located
just two spaces below 4:3, reflecting its slightly slower speed. In the context of our number
diamond, this means that 5:4 is producing a polyrhythmic stream slightly less than double
the speed of the preceding 4:6 stream. This represents a second approach I have taken when
attempting to use polyrhythms to generate slight shifts in absolute speed, distinctly different
from the approach outlined in the previous section of this chapter.
Table 4.5. Excerpt of complete table, with 2:3 and 5:4 from the polyrhythm set highlighted.
4:3

1.333

9:7

1.286

5:4

1.25
…

2:3

0.667

The mechanism behind the superimposition of polyrhythms into number sequences has now
been described in full.This methodology is most effective when used as a process for generating
music, either composed or improvised. This is in contrast to the table of ranked speeds, which
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we have seen is equally effective as an analytical tool and as a resource to be consulted during
creative acts.
In Chapter Five, we will examine a creative application of this idea in my original work The
Turn. The discussion of that piece will also assess how sets of polyrhythms, when superimposed
into a number sequence, can imply shifts in the metric subdivision that offer an additional
pathway through the rhythm cycle for improvisers to explore. This subdivision-based area of
rhythmic activity was introduced in the second section of this chapter but has not yet been
discussed in the context of number sequences.
It is in the creative applications to be discussed in Chapter Five that the aesthetic aim stated at
the beginning of the third section of this chapter is fully realised: to integrate the polyrhythmic
language I have arrived at through my study of Matt Mitchell’s music with my approach to
number sequences that has been informed by my involvement in the community of improvising
musicians in Australia.
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Chapter Five

Original Compositions
This final chapter will discuss two original compositions for improvising quartet – The Turn
and Nodap – that I have written during the course of this study. This chapter will analyse
the compositional language of each work, highlighting rhythm-based compositional decisions
that have been informed by the devices identified in Chapter Three as well as the processes
presented in Chapter Four. I also contextualise the use of these rhythmic devices within my
broader aesthetic aims by demonstrating how they contribute to the musical effect I attempt
to create within each composition.
I will also discuss the developmental procedures that have been incorporated into workshopping
sessions with my own quartet that features alto saxophone, piano, double bass and drumset.
A number of recorded examples are included to demonstrate each step of the processes we
have employed when practicing these two works. These steps are presented here to show
how they have contributed to the development of a shared approach to rhythm within the
ensemble, allowing us to explore new ways of using rhythm as a basis for interaction during
improvisation.
5.1

The Turn

The Turn is a quartet composition completed in October 2016 written for my quartet. We
have workshopped the piece extensively and performed it in a number of concerts, with our
improvisational approach changing significantly over the course of this study. The following
analysis will primarily focus on the number sequence used during the improvised portion of
the piece, as well as a set of polyrhythms I generated in July 2017 to be superimposed into the
work’s rhythmic framework.
The Turn number sequence
As this section will demonstrate, the number sequence of The Turn is derived from the four
phrases found in the work’s opening melodic statement. In performance, the sequence is
used as a rhythm cycle guiding the placement of rhythmic events during group improvisation
that occurs directly after the opening composed passage. That opening statement was created
through a process of free composition without any predetermined rhythmic, harmonic or
structural parameters. By undertaking a reflexive analysis of that material, I was able to
identify aspects of its structure that were not conceived systematically but could nevertheless
form compositional parameters to guide my later compositional decisions when expanding of
the work.
My purpose in analysing the opening material was to identify the length of the passage’s four
phrases and represent them as numerical groupings of notes. The six-bar opening passage
can be seen in Figure 5.1; note that the absence of a drum part within the score is due to my
practice of presenting drummers with the complete score in performance. The brackets above
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the score in Figure 5.1 delineate the four rhythmic phrases, with the accompanying numerals
21, 18, 12 and 15 measuring the number of quaver triplets within each corresponding phrase.
Triplets were chosen as the unit of measurement due to the predominantly triplet-based
rhythmic makeup of the passage.
Figure 5.1. Opening composed passage of The Turn, with phrase lengths annotated.

When devising the work’s number sequence, I used the four phrase lengths identified in the
composed material to form the length of each line in the sequence. However, the numbers no
longer represent groupings of quaver triplets as they had in the opening material, but instead
represent groupings of quavers. This compositional decision was made to establish a context
for improvisation that directly grew out of the opening material while also having a distinct
rhythmic character. The relative length of each line in the cycle remains unchanged by this
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alteration. However, the real-time duration of the cycle as a whole is increased due to the
greater duration of quavers when compared to quaver triplets.
The resultant number sequence is a four-line structure in which each line has a distinct length.
This establishes a unique rhythmic context when compared to the number diamond discussed
in Chapter Four that had three lines of equal duration. My experience as a performer has
been that the clarity of the visualised form that number diamonds are presented in enables
them to be understood and internalised as rhythmic phrases as opposed to literal series of
numbers. This quality is critical to their successful use by improvisers as rhythmic frameworks.
Therefore, when devising the subgroupings of each of the four lines in the sequence for The
Turn, I aimed to create groupings that would have a sense of internal logic leading to equally
successful internalisation as a series of rhythmic phrases rather than a series of numerals.
To address this issue, one solution was to limit the number of subgroupings used within the
number sequence. Before discussing how these groupings are structured however, we must
first be introduced to the completed, final form of the number sequence which can be seen in
Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2. Number sequence of The Turn, with total length of each line in brackets.

7
5
7
7

7 7		
5 3 5		
5			
5 3		

(=21)
(=18)
(=12)
(=15)

As we can see in Figure 5.2, there are only three numerals used in the sequence: 7, 5 and
3. In the context of The Turn, the groupings of 7 and 5 are understood to indicate particular
rhythmic archetypes, which can be seen in Figure 5.3. Significantly, the 2-3 internal grouping
of the 5 archetype is identical to the second part of the 7 archetype, whose internal grouping
structure is 2-2-3.
Figure 5.3. Rhythmic archetypes of 7 and 5 groupings.

The groupings of 3 in the number sequence do not require additional internal grouping to
form archetypes, but instead function as unison hit points during improvised performance.
Each time the cycle is repeated, all performers are required to either play the downbeat of the
3 grouping only, or to leave the entire grouping silent. While a performer may occasionally
disregard this rule to facilitate continuity of the improvised idea they are exploring, the rule is
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observed by each performer most of the time. The resulting unison rhythmic activity contrasts
greatly with the dense, improvised rhythmic makeup of the surrounding material. For the
performers, these unison attacks also give clear indications of the group’s progression through
the cycle.
The second method I employed to generate a sense of internal logic within the number
sequence was to generate phrases with clear rhythmic trajectories. The combined rhythmic
phrasing of the first two lines of the sequence forms the first of these trajectories. The first
line features the grouping of 7 repeated three times, establishing a clear three-part phrase
structure. The second line initially follows the same three-part structure with two consecutive
groupings of 5, yet the expected final grouping of 5 is replaced by a grouping of 3, with the
final grouping of 5 being heard after the interrupting unison hit point. I have termed this initial
trajectory the “static” portion of the cycle as it features an identifiable, recurring pattern of
rhythmic phrasing without establishing an expected resolution point.
The rhythmic phrasing of the cycle’s final two lines, by contrast, generates what I term an
“active” rhythmic trajectory. In this case, each of the third and fourth lines generates a sense of
musical contraction that exploits the similar internal groupings of the 7 and 5 archetypes. The
grouping of 3 here does not act as an interruption to the prevailing rhythmic trajectory, but
rather continues the process of contraction established in the third and fourth lines. This final
grouping of 3 facilitates a unison hit point that completes the trajectory of the “active” portion
of the cycle as well as signalling the end of the rhythm cycle as a whole, thus generating a
resolution point on several rhythmic levels.
Polyrhythmic superimposition
Performances of The Turn from late 2016 through to mid-2017 featured an improvisational
approach that used the number sequence to guide the placement of primarily quaver-based
rhythmic events. During this period, our ensemble workshopping of the piece was primarily
focussed on internalising the rhythm cycle and learning to improvise in a way that was informed
by its inherent phrase trajectories. Audio 5.1 features an example of this approach drawn from
a recorded performance in June 2017. The excerpt features one complete cycle through the
sequence as well as a few seconds of the following cycle, with each performer’s improvised
phrasing being predominantly based in quaver or semiquaver subdivisions.
Audio 5.1. Excerpt of June 2017 performance of The Turn.

In the final seconds of Audio 5.1, we hear drummer James McLean play four evenly-spaced
notes within the cycle’s final grouping of 3. This superimposition of a 4:3 polyrhythm is a
rhythmic phrase commonly employed in idiomatic jazz phrasing that was aurally recognised
by the ensemble members due to their previous tertiary studies of jazz performance. This
recognition of McLean’s phrasing is evident in the subsequent rhythmic phrasing of the
saxophone at the start of the next cycle of the piece.
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A second excerpt from later in the same performance features another polyrhythmic
superimposition played by McLean. As can be heard in Audio 5.2, McLean plays three
consecutive 3:7 polyrhythms at the start of the rhythm cycle. This polyrhythm is not a feature
of idiomatic jazz phrasing and thus was not aurally recognised by the other performers, who
were unable to interact with the rhythm in the same way they had with the previous 4:3
superimposition.
Audio 5.2. Excerpt of June 2017 performance of The Turn featuring polyrhythmic superimposition.

Upon listening to the recording of this performance, it occurred to me that the polyrhythms
played by McLean represented an area of rhythmic activity that could be workshopped by the
ensemble to facilitate improvised interaction. In preparation for this period of workshopping,
I developed a set of polyrhythms to be superimposed into the number sequence of The Turn.
The set was as follows:
3:7
2:5

(three notes will be played in the 7-note spaces); and
(two notes will be played in the 5-note spaces).

The function of the number sequence’s groupings of 3 as unison hit points remains unchanged.
In addition to exploring the interactive potential offered by polyrhythmic superimpositions,
this set also addresses two other rhythmic areas of interest that have been a feature of this
study. The first of these is the use of polyrhythms with similar absolute speeds. As we can see
in Table 5.1, the three polyrhythms used in the set are almost consecutive in the table of ranked
speeds, with only one polyrhythm separating 2:5 and 1:3. When superimposed into the form,
the set of polyrhythms thus generates a countermetrical pulse stream with frequent, but very
slight, variations in absolute speed.
Table 5.1. Excerpt of complete table, with the polyrhythms in the set for The Turn highlighted.

3:7
2:5

0.429

3:8

0.375

1:3

0.333

0.4

Audio 5.3 features a recording of one cycle through the number sequence with the set of
polyrhythms superimposed. The metrical quaver pulse is included in the left channel only;
listen to the right channel in isolation to hear the effect of the shifts in absolute speed as they
are intended to be experienced in performance.
Audio 5.3. Set of polyrhythms superimposed into number sequence of The Turn.
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The second area of rhythmic interest the set of polyrhythms explores is that of micro-timing
variation.The rhythmic archetypes of the groupings of 7 and 5 in The Turn feature three and two
notes respectively. As can be seen in Figure 5.4, each grouping’s corresponding polyrhythm
features the same number of notes distributed within the same metrical space in a rhythmically
flattened form. In the grouping of 7, the second and third notes of the polyrhythmic
superimposition fall slightly later than their corresponding notes in the archetype. The same
delay can be observed in the second note of the polyrhythmic superimposition occurring in
the groupings of 5.
Figure 5.4. Micro-timing variations of 7 and 5 rhythmic archetypes.

Audio 5.4 features one complete cycle of the number sequence, with archetypes heard in the
right channel and polyrhythmic superimpositions in the left channel. When played together,
we hear the two rhythmic streams constantly cycling through a process of drifting apart and
coming together again.
Audio 5.4. Number sequence of The Turn, with archetypes (right channel) and polyrhythmic superimpositions
(left channel) played.

Ensemble developmental processes
To develop a group approach to polyrhythmic superimposition, Coursed Waters workshopped
the technique over a number of sessions. This process guided the ensemble through three
key developmental stages, commencing with rhythmic exercises that addressed the rhythms
in isolation from any musical context, moving incrementally towards improvisation-based
applications of the technique in the rhythm cycle of The Turn. Each step of this process will
now be explained with an accompanying demonstrative audio recording.
It is worth restating here that the aim of this workshopping process is not for the performers
to execute these rhythms together in performance. The aesthetic goal of our improvisation is
to allow each performer to explore their own improvised ideas while the group as a whole
maintains its place in the cycle’s form. By working on this particular set of polyrhythms,
we created a common understanding of certain rhythmic possibilities offered by the number
sequence, allowing us to aurally recognise each other’s phrasing and interact with it during
improvisation.
The first stage of the process involved the ensemble learning to play the 3:7 and 2:5 polyrhythms.
While some of the performers were already familiar with these polyrhythms, the purpose of
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workshopping the rhythms as an ensemble was to foster a shared, embodied approach to each
rhythm. To learn each polyrhythm, we developed three exercises to progress through that
were all based on clapping the rhythms together, rather than playing them on our instruments.
This ensured that our understanding of each rhythm was grounded in a fundamental physical
action that we had all experienced, informing our later attempts to execute the polyrhythms
on our instruments.
Each of the exercises in the first stage of the process will be described here. They will also
be accompanied by corresponding recorded demonstrations with the 3:7 polyrhythm only.
These demonstrations feature a single performer, but during ensemble rehearsals the entire
ensemble performed the exercises together.
1. Clap the countermetrical pulses and vocalise the subdivisions while tapping the metrical
pulse with our feet, as demonstrated in Audio 5.5.
Audio 5.5. Clapping the 3:7 polyrhythm with vocalised subdivision and audible metrical pulse.

2. Clap the countermetrical pulses while tapping the metrical pulse, as demonstrated in
Audio 5.6.
Audio 5.6. Clapping the 3:7 polyrhythm with an audible metrical pulse.

3. Clap the countermetrical pulses in isolation, as demonstrated in Audio 5.7.
Audio 5.7. Clapping the 3:7 polyrhythm in isolation.

Once the group had learnt to clap each individual polyrhythm, the second stage of the
process involved learning to superimpose the polyrhythms into the work’s number sequence.
See Figure 5.5 for a version of the work’s number sequence that includes the polyrhythmic
superimpositions. At this point in the ensemble’s developmental process, the performers had
internalised the number sequence and did not use this version of the sequence as a visual aid;
it is included here for reference only.
Figure 5.5. Polyrhythmic superimposition into the number sequence of The Turn.
3:7
2:5
3:7
3:7

3:7
2:5
2:5
2:5

3:7
1:3

2:5

1:3

When learning to superimpose the polyrhythms into the number sequence, we used a similar
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set of three exercises to those that had been used to learn each individual polyrhythm. Each
exercise will be described here accompanied by an audio demonstration.
1. Clap the polyrhythmic superimpositions and vocalise the subdivisions while tapping
the metrical pulse, as demonstrated in Audio 5.8.
Audio 5.8. Clapping the polyrhythmic superimpositions with vocalised subdivisions and an audible metrical
pulse.

2. Clap the polyrhythmic superimpositions while tapping the metrical pulse, as
demonstrated in Audio 5.9.
Audio 5.9. Clapping the polyrhythmic superimpositions with an audible metrical pulse.

3. Clap the polyrhythmic superimpositions in isolation, as demonstrated in Audio 5.10.
Audio 5.10. Clapping the polyrhythmic superimpositions in isolation.

After this, the final stage of the process moved away from the clapping-based exercises and
instead featured all four members of the group playing the polyrhythmic superimpositions
on our instruments. For each cycle of the number sequence, one performer functioned as
a ‘soloist’ who would improvise additional notes to fill the spaces between the notes of the
countermetrical pulse stream. The soloist was to strictly adhere to the changing subdivisions
established by the polyrhythmic superimpositions: quaver triplets for the 3:7 groupings and
quavers for the 2:5 groupings. The performer taking on this role would shift every time we
returned to the top of the cycle, ensuring that each performer was given equal opportunity to
practice generating improvised phrases in this way.
Refer to Audio 5.11 for a recorded demonstration featuring one cycle of the number sequence,
with myself on alto saxophone acting as the soloist.
Audio 5.11. Improvisation over one cycle of The Turn with sounded polyrhythmic superimpositions.

The developmental process as a whole has succeeded in promoting a shared understanding of
polyrhythmic superimposition and how it can inform improvised interaction. Our ensemble
rehearsals have also featured complete performances of The Turn, with the rhythmic interaction
occurring during the group improvisations clearly growing out of the exercises we had
rehearsed. Upon reflection, it has become clear that the exercises have allowed any of the
ensemble members to introduce the workshopped rhythmic phrases without disrupting the
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phrasing of the other musicians, who are free to respond with any sympathetic or contrasting
phrasing of their own.To me, this signals that our exploration of polyrhythmic superimposition
in the number sequence of the work has achieved the aesthetic aim stated earlier of allowing
“each performer to explore their own improvised ideas while the group as a whole maintains
its place in the cycle’s form”.
5.2

Nodap

Nodap is a quartet composition written in early 2017.The initial creative impulse was to create
a short, fully-notated form that is repeated multiple times but with the exact points of repetition
disguised. My intention was to have the composed material emerge in fragments without the
complete underlying form being fully stated at any point. The aesthetic aim here grew out
of my interest in the musical effect that composer Morton Feldman terms a “disorientation
of memory” (Feldman, 1985), using near-repetition to amplify certain material while also
altering its context upon each reiteration. The effect of this is to negate any sense of structural
significance the material would otherwise generate if repeated without alteration. This is not
to suggest parallels with the processes used to achieve this effect in Feldman’s music, whose
fully-notated scores and extended piece lengths call on vastly different methods to Nodap’s
short form for performance by improvising ensemble. Nevertheless, Feldman’s concepts were
an important initial influence on my compositional approach here.
The exploration of near-repetition in Nodap occurs during the fully-notated passage at the
start of the work. The notated form of this passage is nine bars in length and is repeated four
times. This nine-bar form can be divided into three distinct sections, defined by their mode of
rhythmic activity:
Bars 1-4 feature constant rhythmic movement that clearly projects the underlying metrical
pulse in the musical surface;
Bar 5 acts as an interruption to this rhythmic flow, substantially slowing the rate of rhythmic
activity as well as obfuscating the metrical pulse; and
Bars 6-9, where the rate of rhythmic density starts to increase but without a clear sense of a
shared pulse; here, each instrument’s rhythmic activity moves more independently.
The constant rhythmic movement of bars 1-4 emerges from a dense, highly contrapuntal
texture. The rhythmic content of each instrument’s part is solely comprised of quaver-based
phrases, and although there are points of rest in each individual part, their sum sound is almost
completely devoid of rests greater than a crotchet occurring between any two rhythmic events.
As a result, the quaver pulse emerges as a primary feature of the music as it progresses, which
is abruptly interrupted by the phrase in bar 5. The rhythmic construction of that phrase, as
well as the way it achieves a sense of rhythmic disruption, will be analysed at length in the final
part of this chapter.
The rhythmic activity in bars 6-9 retains the work’s initial contrapuntal texture without the
underlying pulse emerging in the musical surface as clearly. The alto saxophone and double
bass are in unison through this passage, playing four lengthy sustained notes that lack rhythmic
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drive and do not reinforce any sense of meter. Meanwhile, the piano has a more rhythmically
active role that moves independently of the long tone material. As can be seen in Figure 5.6,
the piano’s phrase moves rapidly through three distinct subdivisions of the underlying pulse
without giving any clear indication of the meter, which itself changes three times.These abrupt
changes in relative speed therefore serve the dual purpose of continuing the obfuscation of
the metrical pulse while also increasing the rhythmic density back towards the initial level of
density heard in bars 1-4.
Figure 5.6. Piano phrase in bars 6-9 of Nodap.

Now we reach a point where we can assess the work’s use of near-repetition. In performance,
the nine-bar form is repeated four times in succession, but upon each return to the start of
the form, some of the material in bars 1-4 is replaced with new material. This new material
does not alter the lengths of any of the four bars, but fills the same metric space with different
musical content. The order in which material is replaced throughout the performance is seen
in Figure 5.7. Note that the replacements are accumulative, so that the new material in bar
1, first heard during the second playing of the form, will also be heard during the third and
fourth playings. To the listener, this has the effect of making points of repetition unpredictable
while still presenting blocks of identifiable repeated material.
Figure 5.7. Formal construction of the opening composed passage of Nodap.

The rhythmic material of the replacement bars is similar to that of bars 6-9, retaining their sense
of metrical obfuscation. The replacements feature at least two voices moving independently
of each other, often with multiple subdivisions occurring simultaneously. This has the effect of
destroying the quaver pulse’s clarity that was a core feature of the initial material, an effect that is
heightened by the diminishing amount of original material heard upon each subsequent repeat.
My compositional intention here was to allow the material of bar 5 to have an increasingly
disruptive effect on the sense of steady pulse and rhythmic unity as the work progresses.
Before we further analyse the material of bar 5, a brief outline of the improvisational elements
of Nodap should be offered. The composed material’s cyclical alternation between unified and
independent rhythmic activity is retained during the improvised passages, albeit in a more
abstracted form. During these passages, we create this effect by improvising within two predetermined rhythmic modes of activity:
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1. Each performer feels their own internal pulse that is NOT to be shared with any other
performer, but with the individually improvised material having a clearly rhythmical
construction (as opposed to rubato); and
2. All performers sharing a common pulse and playing short, rhythmical phrases that are
looped to generate a sense of recurrence. These phrases do not need to recur at the
same rate, so each performer’s improvised loop can have its own distinct duration.
By slowly oscillating between these two modes of activity, we retain the composed material’s
sense of a clear pulse being periodically interrupted, but now in a largely improvised context.
This establishes a space for improvised interaction within the ensemble that draws upon the
composed form in a defined way without requiring any of the actual composed material to be
retained.
Micro-timing Redistribution in bar 5
There are four permutations of the phrase heard in bar 5, all of which are generated through
a process of micro-timing redistribution. The permutations feature identical pitch material
and the same rhythmic shape, yet the absolute speed of the phrase is slower upon each
subsequent reiteration. Unlike Mitchell’s use of this technique in Brim (as seen Figure 3.17),
the multiple redistributions in Nodap are not played concurrently. Instead, with each repeat
of the composition’s form, just one permutation is heard on its own, requiring the use of
1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th time bars. Brim and Nodap thus feature two distinct applications of microtiming redistribution that generate contrasting musical effects and can be categorised into the
following two types:
• Concurrent: multiple redistributions heard simultaneously (as in Brim); or
• Sequential: multiple redistributions heard individually at different points in the
performance (as in Nodap).
It should be noted that Nodap was completed in February 2017 prior to the September release
of Mitchell’s A Pouting Grimace album.Therefore, it should not be inferred that my identification
of the micro-timing redistribution technique during analysis of Brim lead to its later use in my
own work. Rather, the analysis of Brim served to establish an analytical framework through
which similar, yet independently generated rhythm-based techniques can be understood.
My use of micro-timing variation in bar 5 emerged through the compositional application of
the developmental process that addresses shifts between polyrhythms of similar relative speeds.
One sequence of polyrhythms that arose from my practice was a set of the four polyrhythms
5:3, 3:2, 4:3 and 5:4, to be played in that order. This sequence arose during a period of
personal practice focused on moving between subdivisions 3, 4 and 5, with the subsequent
use of the sequence in Nodap being an effort to explore those rhythmic shifts in an ensemble
setting. The relative speeds of these four polyrhythms are very similar, generating a slight and
gradual decrease in speed when played in succession. The four rhythms are highlighted in
Table 5.2 to demonstrate their relative speeds (see Chapter Four to review the construction
of the table in its complete form). Refer to Audio 5.12 to hear the sequence performed on
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saxophone against the metronome’s metrical pulse, with each rhythm played four times before
moving to the following rhythm.
Table 5.2. Excerpt of complete table, with the polyrhythms found in Nodap highlighted.
5:3

1.667

8:5

1.6

3:2

1.5

7:5

1.4

4:3

1.333

8:6

1.333

9:7

1.286

5:4

1.25

Audio 5.12. Sequence of polyrhythms highlighted in Table 5.2, each rhythm played four times.

These four polyrhythms are not heard explicitly in the musical surface of Nodap, but instead
form countermetrical pulse streams within which the surface rhythm is articulated. The
rhythmic phrase heard in all four permutations of the bar can be most simply expressed as the
rhythm featured in Figure 5.8. This phrase is five pulses in length, with the first, second and
fourth pulses being audibly articulated to generate a short-long-long phrase shape.
Figure 5.8. archetypal expression of bar 5’s rhythmic phrase.

Rather than commencing each permutation at the same point in the bar (and thus their
resolutions occurring at different points), a compositional decision was made for all four phrases
to resolve on the downbeat of the following bar, requiring each permutation to commence
at a different point in the measure. In Figure 5.9 we see the notation of each permutation, as
well as its relationship to the underlying polyrhythm-derived pulse stream. The pulse streams
used in the 1st and 4th-time bars are both based on polyrhythmic cycles that are five pulses in
length, thus requiring a single, complete cycle within which the five-pulse phrase could be
articulated. The 2nd and 3rd-time bars, however, are based on polyrhythm cycles with less than
five-pulses, and therefore require an incomplete second cycle for the five-pulse phrase to be
articulated in complete form.
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Figure 5.9. Micro-timing redistribution in the four variations of bar 5 in Nodap.

Within Figure 5.9, the polyrhythm that each rhythmic permutation is derived from is identified
above the score with a red annotation. As we can see, the permutation heard in the 2nd-time
bar subdivides the bar into two minim triplets. With the bar subdivided this way, the phrase
commences on the second minim of the first triplet. Similarly, the 3rd-time bar is subdivided
into the dotted-crotchets required to notate a 4:3 polyrhythm. Here, the phrase commences on
the second quaver of the bar, which is the equivalent to the fourth attack of a 4:3 polyrhythm.
The compositional decision to maintain the *4 bar-length across all permutations resulted in
the necessary inclusion of the rests at the starts of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd-time bars. While these
rests were initially an unforeseen consequence of other compositional decisions, it became
apparent during rehearsals that they enhanced the musical effect of the passage: not only did
the absolute speed of the phrase slow down upon each recurrence, but the silence separating
the phrase from bar 4’s material was truncated. In this sense, the passage creates the dual effect
of increasing urgency (through the truncated silences) and decreasing movement (through the
shifting absolute speeds).
In addition to their function as a compositional expression of a rhythmic exercise, the four
permutations of this phrase play a critical role in fulfilling the aesthetic aim of the work as a
whole. As can be seen in Figure 5.7, the function of bar 5 is to interrupt the rhythmic drive of
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the material in bars 1-4 while also obscuring the underlying metrical pulse. All four versions
of the phrase in bar 5 achieve this: none have a clear audible relationship to the metrical pulse,
and the durations of the notes are substantially lengthier than any of the surrounding material.
These contrasts ensure that the phrase emerges clearly as a significant recurring feature of the
music that is reinforced in the memory of the listener as the work progresses. It is my intention
that this clarity will draw attention to the structural function of the phrase in relationship to
the surrounding material.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
This research project has documented the development of a number of rhythm-based
processes that I have incorporated into my practice as a composer-performer. By examining the
connections between the analytical and creative outcomes of the research, I have offered a case
study in how musicians can engage with the existing musical approaches of other composerperformers in an effort to generate new, original processes within their own musical practice.
In the context of my own music, I have generated a collection of practice-based solutions to
the problems I had identified within my musical approach at the outset of the research period,
allowing me to develop an ensemble-based improvisational approach with clear application to
the rhythmic material I explore within my compositions.
My analysis of Matt Mitchell’s compositions Ohm Nuggets and Brim has contributed an
academic study of Mitchell’s composer-performer approach that is, to my knowledge, the first
published study of its kind. By conducting my analysis through a combination of score analysis,
transcription of recorded performances and interviews with the performers, I demonstrate
a method for studying improvised music that prioritises an engagement with the underlying
principles of the music. This stands in contrast to the common approach taken within jazz
pedagogy of extrapolating potential organisational principles through analysis of the sounded
music only. As Hannaford and Goldman explain, “describing the [recorded performance]
alone potentially equivocates… the many processes that could have led to a similar product”
(Goldman and Hannaford, 2016). As such, my analysis of Mitchell’s two compositions attempts
to overcome this limitation and to engage with the musical processes informing the recorded
performances.
The outcomes of this analytical approach are presented in Chapters Three and Four. I identify
key rhythmic devices within the music through analyses of scores and transcriptions in
Chapter Three, accompanied where appropriate by additional practice-based insights gathered
during interviews. Chapter Four explores the developmental processes uncovered during
these interviews in further detail, alongside one additional process derived from Antripodean
approaches to rhythmic organisation that also informs my own music. By presenting these
three processes as rhythm-based tools without reference to specific musical content, I have
attempted to avoid implying any limits to their potential musical applications. As such, Chapter
Four presents a significant set of rhythm-based resources that could be used by other musicians
to inform their own compositional, instrumental or analytical practices.
I present several of my own creative applications of the analytical findings through the
discussion of my original compositions The Turn and Nodap in Chapter Five. These works are
included not to demonstrate the influence of Mitchell’s music on my own work, but rather to
outline the strategies I have used to incorporate the rhythmic tools described in Chapter Four
into my own composer-performer practice. This final section features score analyses of both
works accompanied by discussions of the preparatory procedures used during rehearsals to
develop an ensemble approach to improvising with the rhythmic material of each composition.
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The chapter thus also presents some of the practice-based solutions that I have developed in
response to the problems that I identified within my own practice at the start of the research
period. I intend to continue my investigations into methods of rhythm-based improvisation
following the completion of this study, which will likely lead me to undertake additional
academic study in the future.
It is my hope that this thesis will contribute to the growing body of practice-based research
projects documenting methods of rhythmic organisation in contemporary jazz practices.
Historically, academic literature concerning practical approaches to jazz improvisation has
focused disproportionally on methods of harmonic and melodic construction, with rhythmbased approaches being addressed much less thoroughly or frequently. The recent increase
in rhythm-based studies however reflects the growing trend within jazz-based improvised
music to feature rhythm as a primary organisational principle. This is a common feature within
the musical practices of many musicians I work with in Australia as well as the community
of improvisers Mitchell works with in New York City. There are undoubtedly many other
communities of musicians working with similar materials and processes whose work I am
currently unfamiliar with.
The individual and collective rhythmic approaches taken by Mitchell’s frequent collaborators
such as Kim Cass, Kate Gentile, Sam Ospovat, Ches Smith and Tyshawn Sorey, to name just a
few, would provide fascinating case studies for future research projects. Additionally, Mitchell’s
own body of work features many other compositions with unique rhythmic constructions that
I was regrettably unable to address within the parameters of this study.
By setting out the approach I have taken to generate new practice-based processes through an
engagement with the underlying principles of Matt Mitchell’s work, I hope to offer a template
that can inform the approaches taken by other practicing musicians conducting their own
research projects.
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Appendix A

Ohm Nuggets Transcription
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